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INTRODUCTION AND OVERVIEW
In the midst of an abstract discussion it is vexing to hear a man say: ‘You think thus
and so because you are a woman’; but I know that my only defence is to reply: ‘I
think thus and so because it is true’, thereby removing my subjective self from the
argument. It would be out of the question to reply: ‘And you think the contrary because you are a man’, for it is understood that the fact of being a man is no peculiarity.
(de Beauvoir, 1949, p. xv)
The experience that Simone de Beauvoir describes in the introduction to her seminal book
"The Second Sex" (1949) illustrates the phenomenon of androcentrism, the implicit conflation
of men and male experience with the norm for all people (see also Bem, 1993) that renders
women and female experience a deviation from that norm, a "peculiarity" that needs to be
explained (Miller, Taylor, & Buck, 1991).
More generally, social groups differ in their normativity and some identities, for example,
male gender (Eagly & Kite, 1987; Edley & Wetherell, 1995), heterosexuality (Butler, 1990), or
Whiteness (in Western societies, Devos & Banaji, 2005; Smith & Zárate, 1992), are implicitly
included in the norm for all people to a greater extent than other identities. As a result, nonnormative groups and their members, such as women (Miller et al., 1991), ethnic minorities
(Pratto, Hegarty, & Korchmaros, 2007), or lesbians and gay men (Hegarty & Pratto, 2001,
2004), appear more “peculiar” and become “the effect to be explained” (Miller et al., 1991, p.
5) in intergroup comparisons. The respective effects are large, with an effect size of approximately 1.00 (Pratto, Hegarty, et al., 2007) and have not only been observed in the ways that
people construct explanations of intergroup differences in experiments, but also in the “real
world” context of actual scientific publications (Hegarty & Buechel, 2006).
Authors have long been concerned that this asymmetrical framing of group differences
may enhance group-based inequality (e.g., de Beauvoir, 1949; Hegarty & Buechel, 2006;
Miller et al., 1991; Pratto, Hegarty et al., 2007). Despite these discussions, the consequences of implicitly rendering certain groups the norm and others the effect to be explained have
rarely been tested empirically. One reason may be that previous research and theorizing
have mostly focused on explaining which groups become the implicit norm and why (Hegarty
& Pratto, 2001, 2004; Miller et al., 1991; Pratto, Hegarty et al., 2007), while a theoretical
framework conceptualizing the psychological consequences of an asymmetrical framing of
comparisons is still missing (but see Hegarty and Pratto, 2001).
This dissertation aims to close this gap. Previous theorizing and research on the implicit
normativity of different social categories have mostly been informed by Kahneman and Miller's (1986) norm theory. I combine these approaches with a cultural psychological perspective focusing on the mutual constitution of cultural practices and psychological processes
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(Kitayama, Markus, Matsumoto, & Norasakkunkit, 1997) to develop a comprehensive model
that allows clear predictions for cognitive and emotional consequences of implicit normativity
in intergroup comparisons: the Cultural Reproduction of Status Inequalities via Comparative
Framing (CURSICO)-Model. Chapter 1 summarizes relevant previous research and theorizing, introduces this new model, and outlines two main hypotheses and several additional
predictions following from this model.
In the second part of this dissertation I describe six empirical studies testing these predictions. The first series of studies (Chapter 2) addresses how an asymmetrical framing of
intergroup comparisons affects inferences on the compared groups’ relative status and power. The first three studies examine influences on the perception of groups of seemingly equal
status,1 while the fourth experiment investigates the consequences of implicit normativity in
the comparison of groups with a known history of status inequalities, namely, women and
men.2 Subsequently, Chapter 3 turns from cognitive to social-emotional implications of being
the effect to be explained versus the implicit norm. Two experiments test how the framing of
differences between one's own group and an outgroup influences group members' collective
self-esteem.
Finally, Chapter 4 integrates the empirical findings of all six experiments; it discusses
their theoretical implications with regard to the CURSICO-Model; and it considers practical
implications with a special focus on the description and explanation of intergroup differences
in social scientific practice.

1

The results of this series of experiments have already been published in Bruckmüller, S., & Abele, A. E.
(2010). Comparison focus in intergroup comparisons: Who we compare to whom influences who we see as
powerful and agentic. Personality and Social Psychology Bulletin, 36, 1424-1435.

2

The results of this experiment have been submitted for publication in the European Journal of Social Psychology: Bruckmüller, S., Hegarty, P., & Abele, A. E. (2011). Framing gender differences: Linguistic normativity affects perceptions of gendered power and gender stereotypes. A revision of the manuscript has been invited.
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PART I: THEORETICAL BACKGROUND
When people (including scientists, Hegarty & Buechel, 2006) talk about, or try to explain,
differences between social groups, they usually do not focus on the difference per se, but
spontaneously focus on how, or why, one group differs from the other (Pratto, Hegarty, et al.
2007; Miller et al., 1991). Thereby, the former group becomes the effect to be explained or
subject of comparison, the latter group becomes the implicit norm or referent (Miller et al.,
1991; Wänke & Reutner, 2011).
Previous research has shown that who is compared to whom follows systematic principles (Hegarty, 2006; Hegarty & Pratto, 2001; Miller et al., 1991) that can be predicted from
norm theory (Kahneman & Miller, 1986). To date, empirical research has mostly focused on
the factors determining who is compared to whom or, more generally, implicit normativity in
intergroup contexts (Hegarty & Buechel, 2006; Hegarty & Pratto, 2001, 2004; Miller et al.,
1991; Pratto, Hegarty, et al., 2007). The psychological consequences of these systematic
patterns in communication about intergroup differences have sometimes been alluded to in
the discussion of this research (e.g., Miller et al., 1991; Pratto, Hegarty, et al., 2007), but they
have hardly ever been addressed empirically. Based on this previous research I propose that
relative group status is an important factor influencing implicit normativity and the comparative framing of differences. Combining the observation that lower-status groups tend to be
compared to higher-status groups (rather than vice versa) with the mutual constitution perspective increasingly adopted by cultural psychologists (Kitayama et al., 1997), I further propose that the framing of intergroup comparisons facilitates a permanent cultural reproduction
of group-based inequality by influencing the perception of the compared groups' status and
power as well as group members' collective self-esteem.
In Chapter 1, I first summarize the norm theory account of implicit normativity in intergroup comparisons and discuss the role of group status, before I introduce a comprehensive
model of the comparative framing of intergroup differences and its implications for the
maintenance of group-based status inequalities. Subsequently, I will present several testable
predictions that can be derived from this model.
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1. Cultural Reproduction of Status Inequalities via Comparative
Framing: The CURSICO-Model
1.1 Determinants of Implicit Normativity in Intergroup Comparisons
1.1.1 A Norm Theory Account of Intergroup Comparisons
According to Kahneman and Miller (1986), mental category norms are temporary patterns of
knowledge activation that people form ad hoc by drawing on knowledge about category exemplars. The exemplars that come to mind most easily, for instance, prototypical group
members, define what people see as characteristic or “normal” for a social category
(Kahneman & Miller, 1986; Pratto, Hegarty et al., 2007). Category norms therefore overrepresent the attributes of typical category members that become implicit defaults for the
category (Pratto, Korchmaros, & Hegarty, 2007; Smith & Zárate, 1992). Because the distinct
attributes of less typical category members fall outside this mental category norm, they seem
surprising and are more salient. As a consequence, people focus on atypical members and
their attributes rather than on typical members when they describe or try to explain differences within a category (Pratto, Hegarty, et al. 2007; Miller et al., 1991).
For example, Hegarty and Pratto (2001) found that people spontaneously imagine the
typical man living with cancer as heterosexual, while they imagine the typical man living with
HIV as homosexual. Consequently, when participants were asked to explain an observed
behavioral difference between gay and straight men with cancer, they overwhelmingly focused their explanations on gay men; however, their explanations of an observed difference
between gay and straight men living with HIV focused about equally often on homosexual
and on heterosexual men. Similarly, Devos and Banaji (2005) found that European American
participants implicitly conflated the category “American” with Whites more than with Blacks.
Accordingly, Pratto and colleagues (see Pratto, Hegarty et al., 2007) found that their mostly
European American participants overwhelmingly focused on African Americans when they
were asked to explain a behavioral difference between Black and White Americans. This
tendency to focus on African Americans as the effect to be explained was reduced, but still
persisted, when Blacks were said to be the majority (i.e., more typical) in the context where
the respective behavior had been observed.
These examples show that perceived typicality is an important variable influencing the
linguistic framing of intergroup comparisons. However, they also show that typicality in a certain context is not the only factor determining comparative framing. In addition to contextspecific category norms, certain identities seem to be generally more normative than others.
They represent “cultural default values" (Smith & Zárate, 1992, p. 15) – how we imagine a
person if no distinguishing category information is explicitly provided (see also Pratto, Hegarty et al., 2007; Pratto, Korchmaros et al., 2007). In Western culture such defaults are, for
instance, male gender (e.g., Eagly & Kite, 1987), white racial identity (e.g., Devos & Banaji,
2005), heterosexual orientation (e.g., Butler, 1990), young age (cf. Smith & Zárate, 1992),
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and non-handicapped physical status (e.g., Goffman, 1963). For example, when Miller and
colleagues (1991, Studies 1 & 2) asked their participants how they imagined the typical voter
(a category in which neither women nor men represent a clear statistical majority), more than
90% called a male exemplar to mind. Accordingly, spontaneous explanations of gender differences in voting behavior were more likely to focus on women than on men.
How can we explain that certain groups are seen as more typical exemplars of the general category “people” than others? What causes certain identities to become cultural default
values besides their majority status (Miller et al., 1991; Smith & Zárate, 1992)? Based on
previous research and theorizing, I suggest that another very important factor influencing a
group’s normativity is status.

1.1.2 The Role of Group Status
Status is usually defined as a group’s social prestige and prominence resulting from social
comparison processes (e.g., Tajfel & Turner, 1986) or the evaluation of a group’s attributes
that produce differences in respect (e.g., Keltner, Gruenfeld, & Anderson, 2003). A related
construct is power, often defined as influence or control over another person’s or group’s
resources and outcomes (Dépret & Fiske, 1993; Guinote, Judd, & Brauer, 2002; Keltner et
al., 2003) or, more inclusively, as the capacity to recruit human agency in the service of an
agenda – via domination or cooperation (Simon & Oakes, 2006). Although status and power
are closely related (e.g., Conway, Pizzamiglio, & Mount, 1996; Guinote et al., 2002; Keltner
et al., 2003), there are important conceptual and empirical differences that will be discussed
later (see paragraph 1.3.1.1).
Most important for the present question why certain social categories become cultural
default values is the observation that high-status groups usually set the standard of culturally
valued behavior against which others are defined and expected to define themselves (Deschamps, 1982). High-status groups are the ones that implicitly and explicitly determine what
is deemed valuable or normal behavior and what is not, for example via their greater influence on legislation (Simon & Oakes, 2006). This suggests that high-status groups should
tacitly appear as the norm for all people in a society and should most likely become culturally
shared implicit default values of personhood (Goffmann, 1963; Smith & Zárate, 1992).
Although previous research on implicit normativity in intergroup comparison has not explicitly considered social status as a factor, the patterns observed in these studies fit very
well with the assumption that group status influences implicit normativity. The groups that
have been shown to represent cultural default values such as male gender (Eagly & Kite,
1987; Miller et al., 1991), Whiteness (e.g., Devos & Banaji, 2005; Perry, 2001; Smith & Zárate, 1992), or heterosexuality (Butler, 1990; Hegarty, Pratto, & Lemieux, 2004) are all characterized by higher social status than the groups that usually become the effect to be explained. In sum, the findings in previous research on implicit normativity in intergroup com-
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parisons show that less typical groups tend to be compared to more typical groups and suggest that, simultaneously, lower-status groups tend to be compared to higher-status groups.

1.2 Consequences of an Asymmetrical Framing of Intergroup Comparisons
1.2.1 Consequences Addressed in Previous Research and Scholarship
Although previous research has mostly focused on who we tend to compare to whom and
why (e.g., Grier & McGill, 2000; Hegarty & Pratto, 2004; McGill, 1993; Miller et al., 1991),
authors have repeatedly raised concerns that implicitly rendering certain groups more normative than others may have problematic consequences. For example, the initial quote by
Simone de Beauvoir illustrates how implicit normativity can serve to maintain privileges of
normative high-status groups: her opponent can easily dismiss her points as biased due to
her "peculiar" non-normative identity as a woman, while she does not have equal power to
dismiss his points on the grounds of his normative identity as a man. Relatedly, the sociologist Pamela Perry (2001) described how the construction of European Americans as "cultureless" can lead to a perception of Whites as racially superior by implying that Whiteness is the
norm that those with "culture" deviate from (cf. McIntosh, 1992).
The initial de Beauvoir quote further illustrates emotional implications of her experience
as a member of the other, the "Second Sex" (de Beauvoir, 1949): the "vexing" experience of
being marked as deviant from an implicit male norm. Erving Goffman in his seminal book on
Stigma (1963) similarly describes the experience of being marked as different by (visible)
characteristics that fall outside of what is per default expected of "normal" members of a society and illustrates the potential negative consequences of such stigmatizing experiences for
the concerned persons' self-view.
Within social psychology, Miller et al. (1991) speculated that systematically focusing the
explanation of differences on a certain group might be experienced as stigmatizing among
members of the respective group, because they might feel marked as deviant and obligated
to defend themselves. However, these authors did not proceed to elaborate their theorizing
on this possible consequence or to empirically test their assertions. A theoretically more developed approach is Hegarty and Pratto’s (2001) two-stage model. Based on norm theory,
they suggest that asymmetrical explanations lead to higher stereotyping and essentialization
of non-normative groups: First, category norms influence who becomes the effect to be explained. Then, people draw upon stereotypes to explain the respective group’s attributes and
behavior while the norm group’s attributes remain unchallenged (see also Pratto, Hegarty et
al., 2007). Accordingly, their studies showed that explanations of differences focused more
on non-normative than on normative groups and that these explanations were in line with
common stereotypes about non-normative groups. However, they did not test whether engaging in these explanations subsequently affected the perception of the compared groups
or the endorsement of stereotypes about them.
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This two-stage model took an important first step towards conceptualizing and specifying
the psychological consequences of implicit normativity in the framing of intergroup comparisons. The prediction that an asymmetrical framing of group differences leads to increased
stereotyping of non-normative groups straight-forwardly follows from norm theory (Kahneman
& Miller, 1986). Yet, the discussions in previous scholarship and writing on this topic suggest
that increased stereotyping is only one out of several possible consequences (e.g., Bem,
1993; de Beauvoir, 1949; Goffman, 1963; McIntosh, 1992; Miller et al., 1991; Perry, 2001).
For a more comprehensive model that allows predictions for a broader range of consequences, it may be necessary to go beyond norm theory as a conceptual basis and to integrate it with other theoretical frameworks. Specifically, an integration with the mutual constitution perspective adopted within cultural psychology (Kitayama et al., 1997) may be useful
in conceptualizing how implicit normativity affects perceptions of and beliefs about social
groups.
1.2.2 The Mutual Constitution Perspective
Cultural psychologists increasingly emphasize that the way individuals understand, talk
about, and interact with their social environment is not only driven by the cultural context they
inhabit, but that their culturally grounded behavior at the same time feeds back into the respective cultural system by subtly confirming and reinforcing it for themselves and others. By
acting naturally and adaptively in a given cultural context, individuals permanently support
and reproduce the cultural patterns that shaped the very behavior (Kitayama et al., 1997).
This concept is referred to as the mutual constitution of culture and psyche (Shweder, 1995).
According to this view, rather than being inherently separate entities, cultural systems and
psychological processes mutually constitute and permanently re-constitute each other
(Kitayama et al., 1997).
Language and interpersonal communication are arguably the most important tools in this
mutually constitutive process, as communicative exchanges represent acts of meaning
(Bruner, 1990) that shape the (individual and shared) construction of social situations
(Kitayama et al., 1997). Shared cultural values, practices, or assumptions are not only expressed in communication, but they jointly influence the construction of social reality and
thereby reinforce and recreate the respective cultural ideas. Applied to the present context
this means that culturally shared category norms (both context specific norms and general
cultural default values) not only influence how we spontaneously frame intergroup comparisons, but the respective linguistic framing in turn also influences others’ perception of the
groups and of their relation to each other. These perceptions then feed back into culturally
shared assumptions about the respective groups. This dynamic feedback loop between the
status quo of intergroup relations and habits of communicating about intergroup similarities
and differences form the core of the theoretical model proposed here: The Cultural Repro-
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duction of Status Inequalities via Comparative Framing (CURSICO-Model). Figure 1 schematically illustrates this model.
(shared perceptions of)

Status Differences
between groups

Perception of
Groups

Comparative
Framing

(status & normativity)

of intergroup differences

Figure 1: The CURSICO-Model: Cultural reproduction of status inequalities via
comparative framing

1.3 The CURSICO-Model
Culturally shared perceptions of relative group status and, relatedly, the extent to which
groups represent cultural default values (i.e., their normativity) are closely intertwined and
mutually influence and reinforce each other (Dechamps, 1982; Pratto, Hegarty et al., 2007;
Simon & Oakes, 2006). As previous research has revealed, or at least implied, these shared
perceptions about status and normativity influence the framing of intergroup comparisons
(e.g., Hegarty & Buechel, 2001; Hegarty & Pratto, 2001; Miller et al., 1991; Pratto, Hegarty et
al., 2007). The arrow in the upper right corner of the CURSICO-Model represents this influence of (perceived) differences in normativity and status on the framing of intergroup comparisons.
The next step in the model has not been addressed in previous research. According to a
mutual constitution perspective, the linguistic framing of intergroup comparisons should not
only reflect culturally grounded beliefs and assumptions about the groups (upper right arrow),
but it should also implicitly communicate these ideas to others, thereby subtly reinforcing
them. As the arrow at the bottom of Figure 1 illustrates, the framing of comparative information about two groups should make a construction of intergroup relations in accord with
the speaker’s perception of group differences in status and normativity more likely among
receivers of the respective communication. If a larger group of people collectively engages in
these exchanges, this will in the long run reinforce precisely those culturally grounded beliefs
about the groups that led to the chosen comparative framing in the first place (cf. upper left
arrow).
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Previous research has mostly focused on the upper right arrow in the model, that is, on
factors influencing implicit normativity in intergroup contexts and the linguistic framing of
comparisons (e.g., Hegarty & Buechel, 2006; Hegarty & Pratto, 2001, 2004; Miller et al.,
1991; Pratto, Hegarty et al., 2007). Therefore, I will mostly focus on predictions pertaining to
the heretofore uninvestigated effects of linguistic normativity (manipulated via comparative
framing) on perceptions of the compared groups and consequences following from these
perceptions. Inspired by previous research and scholarship, I will focus on the effects of implicit normativity on perceived group status (Main Hypothesis 1) and on group members’ selfexperience, on collective self-esteem in particular (Main Hypothesis 2).
1.3.1 Main Hypothesis 1: Implications for Perceived Group Status
Intergroup differences are spontaneously framed by contrasting lower-status groups against
higher-status groups (Pratto, Hegarty et al., 2007). According to a mutual constitution perspective, this framing of intergroup differences implicitly communicates to others how we
perceive the groups' status, facilitating a permanent cultural reproduction of culturally shared
beliefs about group status, even though – or maybe because – these ideas are not communicated explicitly (Collins, Biernat, & Eidelman, 2009; Kashima, Klein, & Clark, 2007). Integrated into the CURSICO-Model (cf. Figure 2), this means that when intergroup comparisons
spontaneously framed in terms of how lower-status groups differ from higher-status groups,
this asymmetrical framing should lead to an increased perception of respective status differences between the groups, bolstering the normative group’s higher status. The first guiding
hypothesis therefore states that a group will be perceived as relatively higher in status (relative to the comparison group) when it is linguistically positioned as the norm in intergroup
comparison than when it is the effect to be explained.
Building on this first main hypothesis, several additional predictions can be derived
based on the CURSICO-Model. The first and most obvious additional prediction concerns
perceived relative group power.
(shared perceptions of)

Status Differences
between groups

Perception of
relative group

status & power

Comparative
Framing
of intergroup differences

H1
Figure 2: Main Hypothesis 1: The CURSICO-Model’s predictions for the perception
of relative group status and power
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1.3.1.1 Implications for Perceived Group Power
Status and power are closely related: Status is at the same time an important source of power and the outcome of previous power struggles (Simon & Oakes, 2006). Accordingly, power
is often used as a proxy for status and vice versa (e.g. Conway et al., 1996; Guinote et al.,
2002; Keltner et al., 2003). However, there are important conceptual and empirical differences between the two constructs (e.g., Keltner et al., 2003; Lenski, 1966; Simon & Oakes,
2006). For example, status can be conceptualized as a state of being, while power is more
related to doing. Moreover, while high status is usually a source of high power, low-status
groups are not necessarily powerless (see Simon & Oakes, 2006, for a detailed discussion).
Accordingly, although I theorize that it is mostly status as a state of being (rather than
power) that influences cultural default values and therefore the framing of intergroup comparisons, I predict that this framing will not only influence perceptions of relative group status,
but also of relative group power because high status usually leads to high power. The first
guiding hypothesis can therefore be extended to the following main hypothesis:
(H1) A group will be perceived as higher in status and power when it is linguistically positioned as the norm in intergroup comparison than when it is positioned as the effect to be explained.
1.3.1.2 Implications for the Attribution of Status-Related Traits
Previous research has revealed that a group’s status and power influence the attribution of
specific traits (Conway et al., 1996; Eagly & Wood, 1982; Fiske, Cuddy, Glick, & Xu, 2002),
namely, of agency and communion (Abele & Wojciszke, 2007; Bakan, 1966). Agency and
communion – or the conceptually related dimensions of competence and warmth – are fundamental dimensions of social perception and judgment (Abele & Wojciszke, 2007; Fiske,
Cuddy, & Glick, 2007; Judd, James-Hawkins, Yzerbyt, & Kashima, 2005; Peeters, 2008).
The agency/ competence dimension is captured by traits related to self-assertion, efficacy,
and ability, such as assertive, competent, or self-confident (and their opposites); the communion/ warmth dimension comprises traits related to cooperation with others, empathy, and
morality, for instance, cooperative, friendly, or honest (and their opposites; Abele &
Bruckmüller, 2011; Abele & Wojciszke, 2007, Bakan, 1966; Fiske et al., 2007). Figure 3 illustrates the hypothesized effects of comparative framing on attributions of agency and communion.
Group Status and Agency
Previous research has shown that group status predicts attributions of agency/ competence to the respective group such that high-status groups are usually perceived as more
agentic than lower-status groups (Conway et al., 1996; Eagly & Wood, 1982; Fiske et al.,
2002). Thus, if the linguistic framing of an intergroup comparison causes a group to appear
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as relatively higher in status and more powerful, then this group should also be seen as more
agentic than a group that is compared to this implicit norm. I therefore predict that
(H1a) participants will attribute more agentic traits to a group when it is linguistically positioned as the norm than when it is positioned as the effect to be
explained.

(shared perceptions of)

Status Differences
between groups

Stereotyping of
groups

Perception of
relative group

Comparative
Framing

agency / communion

status & power

of differences

H1c
H1a

H1b

H1

Figure 3: The CURSICO-Model and additional predictions for the attribution of
agency and communion

Group Status and Communion
The impact of group status on perceived communion and warmth is less clear. Fiske and
colleagues (2002) argue that the attribution of warmth predominantly depends on perceived
competition with one’s own group rather than a group’s status. However, in some of her earlier works, Fiske herself has argued that groups and individuals low in power need to be particularly attentive to powerful groups’ and individuals’ attitudes and behaviors (Fiske, 1993;
see also Dépret & Fiske, 1999) and attending to other people's needs and desires is a central aspect of communion (Bakan, 1966). Following this line of reasoning, Conway and others
(1996) asserted that lower-status individuals and groups should stereotypically be expected
and also perceived to be more communal than those holding high status. Indeed, their participants attributed higher communion to low-status groups than to high-status groups. According to the Status Incongruity Hypothesis recently proposed by Moss-Racusin and colleagues
(Moss-Racusin, Phelan, & Rudman, 2010), both agency and communion should be related to
status, but the connection between status and agency should be much stronger than the
connection between status and communion, because agentic behavior is both prescribed for
members of high-status groups and proscribed for members of lower-status groups, while
communal behaviors are proscribed for high-status group members, but not necessarily prescribed for lower-status group members.
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Jointly, these lines of theorizing and research lead to the prediction that if a group linguistically positioned as the effect to be explained is perceived as relatively lower in status
and power, then this group and its members should be perceived as more communal than
when they are the implicit norm, although this effect might be smaller than the effect for attributions of agency.
(H1b) Participants will attribute more communal traits to a group when it is linguistically positioned as the effect to be explained rather than the norm.
Mediating Processes
Since these predictions for the ascription of agency and communion are based on (1)
the hypothesis that the linguistic framing of differences should influence perceptions of relative group status and power and (2) on previous theorizing and findings on how group status
influences the attribution of these traits, I further expect that the effects of comparative framing on the ascription of agency and communion will be mediated by the groups’ perceived
status and power.
(H1c) Participants’ attributions of agentic and communal traits to the groups will
be mediated by perceived status and power differences between the
compared groups.

Implications for the Cultural Reproduction of Status Inequalities
As Figure 3 illustrates, the attribution of agentic and communal traits should subsequently feed back into culturally shared beliefs about status differences between the groups, because stereotypes can be used to legitimize existing inequalities between social groups (Kay
et al., 2007; Pratto & Pitpitan, 2008; Prentice & Miller, 2007) – stereotypes with regard to
agency and communion in particular (Eagly, 1987; Ridgeway, 2001). Therefore, the attribution of relatively more agency and relatively less communion to higher-status groups when
they are linguistically positioned as the implicit norm should further contribute to the cultural
reproduction of accepted status differences between the compared groups (cf. upper left arrow in Figure 3).
1.3.1.3 The Role of Known Status Differences between the Groups
The CURSICO-Model primarily describes the cultural reproduction of already existing status
differences between social groups. However, implicit normativity in intergroup comparison
may also have implications for the perception of groups of unknown or apparently equal status. Because intergroup comparisons are in most instances framed in terms of how lowerstatus groups differ from higher status-groups (see above), people might have learned to
associate linguistic normativity and group status and they might use this implicit knowledge
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to heuristically infer relative group status even – or perhaps especially – when they have no
or only very little other information on relative group status.
Research into linguistic pragmatics (see also Schwarz, 1994) suggests that perceivers
are indeed able to heuristically use sentence structure to infer information beyond the semantic content of a statement: In symmetrical expressions such as comparisons, more prominent objects tend to be placed in the referent position (Tversky, 1977). Gleitman, Gleitman,
Miller, and Ostrin (1996, Experiment 5) provided their participants with symmetrical statements including predicates such as meet, near, or equal to, in which the nouns were replaced by nonsense syllables, for example “ZUM is near GAX”. Participants intuitively
thought that the referent syllable (GAX in the example) was more famous, more important,
older, bigger, and less mobile than the subject syllable (ZUM in the example). They intuitively
used their implicit knowledge of the linguistic rule to place more prominent objects in the
"privileged referent position" (Roese, Sherman, & Hur, 1998, p. 34) to infer that the syllable
occupying this position was of higher social (fame, importance, age) and physical (size, mobility) prominence than the subject syllable. This demonstrates that the linguistic framing of
semantically equivalent statements can implicitly convey information about the relationship
between two objects and that perceivers intuitively use this information.
Given these findings, it seems quite plausible that people similarly use the comparative
framing of intergroup differences to infer relative group status – especially when they have
little other knowledge about the groups’ relative status (cf. Gleitman et al., 1996). Therefore,
Main Hypothesis (H1) should also apply in contexts where groups of apparently equal or unknown status are compared: People should implicitly assume that groups linguistically positioned as the norm in a comparative statement are higher in status and power than groups
positioned as the effect to be explained. Since high group status leads to attributions of higher agency and lower communion to a group and its members (Conway et al., 1996; Fiske et
al., 2002), the direction of comparison should also influence attributions of agency and communion according to hypotheses (H1a), (H1b), and (H1c).
These effects may even be stronger for unknown or highly similar groups than for groups
that are known to differ in status, since they are not constrained by participants' knowledge
about real status differences between the groups or by previous stereotypes about the
groups' agency and communion. Therefore, I will first test Main Hypothesis (H1) and the subsequent hypotheses (H1a), (H1b), and (H1c) for groups of apparently equal status in Studies
1, 2, and 3 to achieve high internal consistency in testing whether the direction of comparison
can affect perceptions of group status and power, and to exclude previous knowledge or stereotypes about the groups as potentially confounding factors. After these studies have established that the predicted effects are possible when all other factors are held constant, Study 4
will subsequently test these hypotheses for groups with a known history of status inequalities, namely, women and men. In addition, Study 4 will take advantage of the fact that gender
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represents an ingroup-outgroup boundary for all participants to explore whether implicit normativity in intergroup comparisons might also affect self-perception with regard to agency
and communion. Since the social groups that we belong to are an important aspect of how
we experience ourselves (Brewer, 1991), especially in intergroup contexts (Turner et al.,
1987), the comparative framing of intergroup differences might also affect how agentic and
communal participants perceive themselves.
When groups that are known to differ in status such as women and men are compared,
additional predictions can be derived from the CURSICO-Model. These hypotheses concern
influences on the perceived legitimacy of existing status differences and the importance of
the comparative context. The right part of Figure 4 (p. 15) summarizes these predictions.
1.3.1.4 Implications for the Perceived Legitimacy of Status Differences
The linguistic framing of intergroup comparisons may not only indirectly contribute to the perceived legitimacy of status inequalities via the attribution of traits that can legitimize existing
inequalities (Eagly, 1987; Pratto & Pitpitan, 2008; Ridgeway, 2001). Who is linguistically presented as the norm may also have a more direct effect on how legitimate existing status differences appear to be.
People tend to communicate as if others shared their category norms (Pratto, Korchmaros et al., 2007) and expect comparisons to be framed the same way as they would spontaneously frame them (Holbrook, Krosnick, Carson, & Mitchell, 2000; Roese et al., 1998).
When people cannot, or do not, obey these conventions, this impairs communication (Pratto,
Korchmaros, et al., 2007); it arouses cognitive attention (Holbrook et al., 2000) and may
cause a subtle feeling of discomfort or uncertainty (Roese et al., 1998). Thus, it may not only
matter who is compared to whom, but also whether the direction of comparison is consistent
with the framing that people habitually expect because it is in line with culturally shared implicit defaults.
As a consequence, a framing that adheres to the implicit convention to compare lowerstatus groups to higher-status groups should subtly communicate the impression that everything is normal and how it is supposed to be, while a framing that violates these conventions
should impair smooth communication and lead to a subtle feeling that things are not quite
right (cf. Holbrook et al., 2000; Pratto, Korchmaros et al., 2007; Roese et al., 1998). Accordingly, a framing of differences in terms of how lower-status groups differ from higher-status
groups should not only communicate and subtly reinforce beliefs about status differences
between the groups, but it should also make those differences appear normal and expected.
However, an unconventional framing should cause participants to examine these status differences more critically and to question their legitimacy (cf. right section of Figure 4). This
leads to the following prediction:
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(H1d) Participants will perceive status inequalities as more legitimate when intergroup differences are framed in terms of how a lower-status group differs from a higher-status group rather than vice versa.

Status
Differences
between groups

H1d
Stereotyping of
groups

Perception
of relative group
status & power

agency / communion

H1a

H1b

Comparative
Framing

perception of differences as normal/

of differences

legitimate

H1f

H1c

H1
H1e

Comparative
Context

Figure 4: Illustration of Main Hypothesis (H1) and additional predictions (H1a) to
(H1f)

1.3.1.5 The Importance of Context
According to the CURSICO-Model, the habitual framing of intergroup comparisons in terms
of how lower-status groups differ from higher-status groups simultaneously expresses beliefs
about group status and implicitly communicates these beliefs to others. However, status is
only one factor influencing the comparative framing of differences. Another important factor is
perceived typicality, which varies across contexts (Hegarty & Pratto, 2001; Miller et al., 1991;
Pratto, Hegarty et al., 2007). This suggests a context-dependent interplay of normativity and
status in which not only the direction of comparison matters for the perception of two groups,
but also whether this comparative framing is consistent with culturally shared expectations
for the respective context. Since normativity and status are closely intertwined (e.g.,
Dechamps, 1982), high-status groups are more likely to represent general cultural default
values than lower-status groups. In addition, they should be perceived as especially typical in
high-status contexts, while lower-status groups may be perceived as more typical in lower
status contexts. For example, although male gender represents a general cultural default
value, men are perceived as especially typical for high-status categories like university professors (Miller et al., 1991) or managers (Schein, 1973; 2001), while women are perceived
as more typical than men in some lower-status contexts such as elementary school teaching
(Miller et al., 1991) or child-rearing (Hegarty & Buechel, 2006). There may also be contexts
for which no culturally shared category norms exist; most likely, these would be statusirrelevant contexts. For the CURSICO-Model, this means that the comparative context
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should moderate whether and how culturally shared perceptions of status differences between the groups influence comparative framing (see Figure 4).
If acting in line with culturally grounded ideas and assumptions implicitly reinforces the
respective ideas (Kitayama et al., 1997), then adhering to a context-consistent conventional
framing should subtly communicate and reinforce the associated beliefs about normativity
and status in status-relevant contexts where one group is perceived as more normative than
the other. Using an unconventional framing in such a context should disrupt the usual flow of
communication (Roese et al., 1998), including the very subtle reinforcement of beliefs about
the groups’ normativity in the respective context and, consequently, about their relative status and power. However, these effects of comparative framing on perceived status and power should be weaker or even absent in contexts in which neither of the groups is perceived
as more typical and where therefore no culturally shared conventions for how to frame differences exist. This leads to the prediction that in the comparison of groups known to differ in
status, the effects of comparative framing on perceived status and power differences as well
as on the subsequent attribution of agency and communion should be moderated by context
(cf. Figure 4):
(H1e) The effects predicted in hypotheses (H1), (H1a), (H1b), and (H1c) should
be stronger in a context in which the higher-status group represents the
cultural default than in a context in which no shared category norms exist.
Similarly, in contexts in which no culturally shared category norms, and therefore no
conventions for how to frame intergroup comparisons exist, neither framing should sound
more natural and be easier to process across participants. Accordingly, the direction of comparison should only influence the perceived legitimacy of status differences in contexts in
which shared expectations for the comparative framing of differences exist (cf. Figure 4).
(H1f) The effect predicted in hypothesis (H1d) should be limited to a context in
which shared category norms (of one group as more typical than the other)
exist.
Study 4 will test these predictions for a moderating effect of comparative context. Studies
5 and 6 will then turn from the perception of relative group status to emotional implications for
group members.

1.3.2 Main Hypothesis 2: Implications for Collective Self-Esteem
A concern that has often been implied or explicitly voiced in previous research and scholarship on asymmetrical intergroup comparisons is that being the effect to be explained vis-à-vis
an implicit standard might negatively affect members of the respective group by making them
feel stigmatized as deviant (e.g., de Beauvoir, 1949; Goffman, 1963; Miller et al., 1991).
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However, to the best of my knowledge, these concerns have neither been conceptually developed into clear theory-based predictions nor have they been tested empirically. In addition, while some authors claim negative implications of being the effect to be explained for
group members’ self-experience (e.g., Miller et al., 1991; Pratto, Hegarty et al., 2007), research on self-other comparisons on the individual level suggests positive implications of a
comparative focus on the self (e.g., Pahl & Eiser, 2006).
In the following, I will first summarize relevant previous theorizing and research leading
to these opposing predictions for how the framing of intergroup comparisons should affect
how positively or negatively group members experience their social identity, that is, collective
self-esteem (Luhtanen & Crocker, 1992). I will then illustrate what the CURSICO-Model predicts and how an integration of this model with social identity approaches (Lorenzi-Cioldi,
2006) can bring these seemingly contradictory predictions together.
1.3.2.1 Potential Negative Implications
Although negative consequences of being the effect to be explained for group members' selfexperience have often been implied (e.g. Miller et al., 1991), there is only little empirical evidence for it. The focus of Hegarty and Pratto’s (2001) two-stage model is on the reinforcement of stereotypes rather than on group members’ emotional experience, but it indirectly
leads to the prediction that a comparative focus on one’s ingroup should bring about negative
consequences for collective self-esteem. According to this model, a comparative focus on a
non-normative group renders stereotypes about this group particularly salient. To the extent
that being stereotyped is an unpleasant experience (Cook, Arrow, & Malle, 2011; Fiske, Xu,
Cuddy, & Glick, 1999; Steele, Spencer, & Aronson, 2002), this implies that individuals should
feel worse about their category membership when their group is the effect to be explained
rather than the implicit norm.
Based on norm theory principles, these authors (Pratto, Hegarty et al., 2007) further argue that because such asymmetrical explanations portray attributes of the non-normative
group as falling outside implicit category norms, stereotypes about them should be particularly likely to include characteristics such as peculiar, deviant, or strange. Although Pratto, Hegarty and colleagues (2007) have yet to test this prediction, these attributes seem very likely
to arouse negative feelings about one’s group membership.
Finally, hypotheses (H1) and (H1a) indirectly lead to a similar prediction: They state that
a group that is linguistically positioned as the effect to be explained will be perceived as less
powerful and agentic. Since the social groups that we belong to are an important aspect of
how we see ourselves, especially in intergroup contexts (Turner, Hogg, Oakes, Reicher, &
Wetherell, 1987), participants might feel somewhat powerless and dependent themselves
and experience their group membership more negatively when differences are framed in
terms of how their ingroup differs from an outgroup rather than vice versa.
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1.3.2.2 Potential Positive Implications
On the other hand, research investigating self-other comparisons on the individual level has
revealed that self-positivity biases are often found to be greater when the self is compared to
others than when others are compared to the self (e.g., Eiser, Pahl, & Prins, 2001; Hoorens,
1995; Otten & van der Pligt, 1996). These effects can be explained by the combination of a
focus effect (Tversky, 1977) that renders the self particularly salient when it is the subject of
comparison and a generally positive self-view (Pahl & Eiser, 2006; Pahl, Eiser, & White,
2009). For example, Pahl and Eiser (2006) asked student participants to rate and explain
how similar they are to (or how different they are from) typical students, or how similar (different) typical students are to (from) them. Participants perceived smaller similarities (or
greater differences) when they compared the self to others (selfĺother focus) than when
they compared others to the self (otherĺself focus). Most importantly for the present context,
they mentioned more positive self-aspects under selfĺother focus than under otherĺself
focus, indicating greater self-positivity when the self was the effect to be explained than when
it was the implicit norm.
Applied to the group level, comparing one’s ingroup to an outgroup (ingroupĺoutgroup
focus) should render the ingroup’s unique attributes particularly salient (cf. Pahl & Eiser,
2006; Tversky, 1977; Wänke & Reutner, 2011). Given that people are generally motivated to
view the groups that they belong to positively (Tajfel & Turner, 1986; Turner et al., 1987),
they might call more positive attributes to mind under ingroupĺoutgroup focus than under
outgroupĺingroup focus. Moreover, they should perceive greater intergroup differences under ingroupĺoutgroup focus than under outgroupĺingroup focus which might per se be experienced as positive, because high group distinctiveness is central to social identity (Brewer, 1991; Mlicki & Ellemers, 1996; Tajfel & Turner, 1979; Turner et al., 1987). Taken together,
it also seems plausible to assume that a focus on the ingroup should have positive implications for group members' self-experience.
1.3.2.3 The CURSICO-Model’s Predictions and Group Status as a Moderator
How can these two contrasting predictions be brought together with the CURSICO-Model? In
addition to group status, one of the most important factors influencing the comparative framing of intergroup differences is the groups' perceived normativity (Hegarty & Pratto, 2001;
Miller et al., 1991; Pratto, Hegarty et al., 2007), and these two factors should be closely related (Dechamps, 1982). According to a mutual constitution perspective, the linguistic framing of intergroup comparisons should therefore not only influence perceived status differences, but should also subtly communicate the groups' normativity, that is, how representative they are for (or how different they are from) what is seen as typical for the overarching
category (cf. Figure 5).
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The key question is whether being different from an implicit normative standard is primarily experienced as something negative (“we are deviant and strange”) as researchers
focusing on the spontaneous framing of intergroup comparisons have argued (e.g., Miller et
al., 1991), or as something positive (“we are unique and special”) as research on self-other
comparisons would predict (e.g., Pahl & Eiser, 2006). These two lines of research and scholarship are outlined in more detail below. Since both traditions predict an influence of comparative framing on how (positively or negatively) group members’ feel about their social
identity, Main Hypothesis 2 states that
(H2)

the comparative framing of intergroup differences affects group members’
collective self-esteem.

I further propose group status as a moderating factor for whether the comparative framing affects group members’ collective self-esteem positively or negatively.

Figure 5: The CURSICO-Model’s predictions for group member’s collective selfesteem

Implications for Lower-Status Group Members
While the special attention to one’s characteristic attributes that comes with a comparative focus on the ingroup (Tversky, 1977; Wänke & Reutner, 2011) may cause a person to
feel special and unique in isolated incidents (Hoorens, 1995; Pahl & Eiser, 2006; Pahl et al.,
2009), the experience of having to defend oneself vis-à-vis an implicit standard may become
stigmatizing and frustrating if it is a repeated occurrence (see Miller et al., 1991, for a related
discussion). Since intergroup differences are much more often framed and explained in
terms of how lower-status groups differ from higher-status groups (Pratto, Hegarty et al.,
2007), lower-status group members should be more repeatedly exposed to "vexing" experiences as the one illustrated in the initial de Beauvoir quote. Accordingly, any new experience
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in which one’s group membership is treated as peculiar and in need of explanation might feel
stigmatizing, because it reminds the person of numerous previous experiences in which their
standpoint was dismissed due to their group membership. For members of high-status
groups on the other hand, a focus on the ingroup should not be associated with the memory
of such frustrating or irritating previous experiences. This leads to the prediction that being
the effect to be explained should have negative implications for stigmatized lower-status
group members' collective self-esteem, but not for the self-experience of high-status group
members.
(H2a) Participants belonging to a stigmatized lower-status group will feel less
positively about their group membership when their group is the effect to
be explained than when it is the implicit norm in an intergroup comparison.
Implications for High-Status Group Members
Theorizing and research on social identity by Fabio Lorenzi-Cioldi (2006) also leads to
the prediction of different implications for members of higher versus lower-status groups. He
distinguishes between aggregate groups and collection groups (Lorenzi-Cioldi, 1995) and
asserts that members of aggregate groups are perceived by others, and perceive themselves, as parts of a relatively undifferentiated entity, defined by holistic features that distinguish it from other groups. Accordingly, members of aggregate groups are perceived as highly similar and interchangeable, when their group membership is salient (cf. Tajfel & Turner,
1986). In contrast, members of collection groups are perceived by others, and perceive
themselves, as individuals endowed with unique attributes; their group is perceived as a collection of individuals rather than as one entity. Accordingly, salience of group membership in
collection groups causes feelings of individualization rather than depersonalization. Typically,
only the dominant (or highest-status) groups in a society are represented as collection
groups, while lower-status groups are typically represented as aggregate groups (LorenziCioldi, 2006; see also Allport, 1954, Lewin, 1948). For example, we may have a relatively
clear, stereotypical picture of ethnic minorities as a group (and accordingly, the typical characteristics of group members), while it may seem much harder to perceive the dominant ethnic group as one entity and to describe the typical attributes of its members (e.g., Perry,
2001).
If salience of their group membership leads to feelings of individuality among members
of high-status collection groups, one might expect that for them, processes observed for selfother comparisons on the individual level might extend to comparisons on the group level.
Members of high-status collection groups may not feel stigmatized and reduced to their
group membership when the focus is on their ingroup, but rather, a focus on their group (perceived as a loose collection of individuals) and its unique attributes might be a rather positive
experience causing them to feel special and unique. Accordingly, I predict the following for
members of a higher-status group:
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(H2b) Participants belonging to a high-status group will feel more positively
about their group membership when their group is the effect to be explained than when it is the implicit norm in an intergroup comparison.
Implications for the Reproduction of Status Differences
The focus of hypotheses (H2a) and (H2b) and of the empirical studies that will be presented in Chapter 3 is on implications for group members' collective self-esteem. However,
an additional question relevant for the CURSICO-Model is whether and how these effects
might contribute to the cultural reproduction of status differences. To the extent that habits of
linguistically framing intergroup comparisons as "about" lower-status groups affects group
members' collective self-esteem as predicted in hypotheses (H2a) and (H2b), this should
contribute to a construction of membership in the lower-status group as not worthwhile and of
membership on the respective higher-status group as highly desirable. It is easy to imagine
how this could serve as legitimization of the privileged status of normative high-status groups
and imply that it is members of lower-status groups that have to change their behavior in order to reduce observed differences (cf. Miller et al., 1991; Pratto, Hegarty et al., 2007). The
upper left arrow in Figure 5 illustrates this feedback process into relative group status. However, this step of the model will not be tested in the empirical studies presented here.
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PART II: EMPIRICAL STUDIES
Six experimental studies tested the predictions for the psychological consequences of an
asymmetrical framing of intergroup comparisons outlined in Chapter 1.
Studies 1 to 4 tested Main Hypothesis (H1) on the effects of comparative framing on
participants’ perception of relative group status and power as well as the additional hypotheses derived from the CURSICO-Model summarized in Figure 4. Studies 1, 2, and 3 additionally tested hypotheses (H1a), (H1b), and (H1c) for comparisons of groups with highly similar
or unknown status: Study 1 used real but highly similar social groups, Studies 2 and 3 used
fictitious groups unknown to participants. Study 4 investigated the effects of comparative
framing on the perception of status differences (H1) and on the endorsement of stereotypes
with regard to agency and communion (H1a, H1b, H1c) for two groups with a known history
of status inequalities, namely women and men (e.g., Eagly & Steffen, 1984). Additionally, it
tested the hypotheses for the perceived legitimacy of status differences (H1d) and the importance of comparative context (H1e, H1f).
Studies 5 and 6 tested hypotheses (H2a) and (H2b) and examined how being the implicit
norm versus the effect to be explained affects how positively or negatively group members
feel about their group membership, i.e., their collective self-esteem (Chapter 3).
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2. Influences of Comparative Framing on Perceived Group Status
2.1 Overview over Studies 1 to 3
In Studies 1, 2, and 3 participants always read a text comparing two groups of highly similar
or unknown status that was followed by questions regarding their perception of the compared
groups. The direction of comparison in the text systematically varied between participants.
I expected that participants would intuitively use the direction of comparison as heuristic
information on the distribution of status and power between the groups and perceive a group
as relatively higher in status and more powerful when it had been the norm in the text rather
than the effect to be explained (H1). I hypothesized that linguistic normativity would influence
attributions of both status and power because status is one of the most important factors influencing power (see Simon & Oakes, 2006). However, I also explored whether status and
power were similarly affected by the direction of comparison. Moreover, I expected attributions of higher agency (H1a) and lower communion (H1b) to the implicit norm group than to
the group linguistically positioned as the effect to be explained (in the following: comparison
group) and I hypothesized that the ascription of these traits would be mediated by perceived
status and power differences (H1c).

2.2 Study 1: Real Groups of Similar Status
In Study 1, participants read a text comparing students of Law and of Economics. Selection
of these groups was based on the assumption that they are stereotypically perceived as relatively similar with regard to status, agency, and communion.

2.2.1

Method Study 1

2.2.1.1 Participants and Design
Thirty-two female and 48 male students of the University of Erlangen-Nuremberg (mean age
23.33 years, SD = 2.30) who had never been enrolled in Law or Economics participated in
the study. An experimenter solicited participation in and around university buildings and distributed surveys that randomly assigned participants to conditions in a 2 (linguistic norm:
Economics vs. Law) by 2 (order in DVs: norm group first vs. comparison group first; see below) design.
2.2.1.2 Manipulation of Linguistic Normativity
Participants first read a one-page text that either compared Law students and graduates to
Economics students and graduates (Economics norm condition) or compared Economics
students and graduates to Law students and graduates (Law norm condition). A sample par-
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agraph from the Economics norm condition (Law norm condition in parentheses) is reproduced below. The full original text in German can be found in Appendix A.1.
The total number of students enrolled in Law (Economics) is lower (higher) than the
number of students enrolled in Economics (Law). (…) Compared to Economics
(Law) graduates, a smaller (higher) percentage of Law (Economics) graduates
works in private business while a higher (lower) percentage is state employed.
The information presented in the text was consistent with actual similarities and differences between the two study majors in Germany. The factual information was the same in
both conditions, only the direction of the comparison changed. However, the text contained
an equal number of positive and negative statements about each of the two groups.
2.2.1.3 Perception of Relative Status and Power
Next, participants answered six items concerning status and power differences between Law
and Economic students and graduates (e.g., Who has higher prestige in society? Who has
more influence in society? Who has better chances to rise to positions of organizational
leadership? Cronbach’s Į = .58;3 original items in German see Appendix A.2). Participants
made their judgment on 10 cm long lines that ranged from Law students/ graduates to Economics students/ graduates or from Economics students/ graduates to Law students/ graduates.4 To explore whether status and power are similarly influenced by the direction of comparison, some items referred primarily to status (e.g., prestige); some items referred primarily
to power (e.g., influence); and some items captured both (e.g., leadership positions). Participants were instructed to mark the middle of the line if they thought that the statement applied
equally to both groups and to move to the left or the right to the extent that they thought the
two groups differed.
Which target group appeared to the left of the line varied because order of presentation
can influence the temporary construction of mental norms (Kahneman & Miller, 1986) such
that first-mentioned objects tend to set the standard for objects that follow (Gernsbacher &
Hargreaves, 1988) and because in cultures reading from left to right, a visual presentation of
groups on the left side rather than the right side is related to assumptions about these
groups’ agency (Maass, Suitner, Favaretto, & Cignacchi, 2009).

3

The relatively low internal consistency may be due to the fact that there were no reverse coded items and that
participants hesitated to place their mark on the same side of the line for all six items. Therefore, reverse coded items were included in Studies 2 and 3; the internal consistency was much higher in these studies (see below).

4

The response options of in the original questionnaire were labeled with the German words Juristen and
BWLer, which colloquially refer to students and graduates of the respective majors alike.
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2.2.1.4 Attributions of Agency and Communion
Next, the questionnaire asked participants for their impression of the “typical student” of the
two majors. They indicated on 10 cm long bipolar lines which of the groups they perceived as
having more of five communal (understanding, cooperative, honest, tolerant, friendly;
Cronbach’s Į = .69) and four agentic attributes (active, assertive, persistent, and independent; Cronbach’s Į = .52).5 Which group appeared first, i.e., to the left of the line, was always
the same as for the status and power measures.
2.2.1.5 Controls
Participants then indicated their age, gender, study major, and year in university. Additionally, they were asked how many friends they had majoring in Economics and Law and were
tested for suspicion. Although two participants commented on the fact that the text had only
described the groups in comparison to each other, neither of them saw a connection to the
status and power measures.

2.2.2

Results Study 1

Four participants who had reported an extremely high number of friends in Law or Economics (more than three SDs above the mean) were excluded from the analyses reported below.6
The line judgments were measured as deviations from the midpoint in mm and coded
such that positive values indicate a higher rating of Law students/ graduates than Economics
students/ graduates while negative values indicate a higher rating of Economics students
and graduates. The unit of means and SDs reported below is cm. Figure 6 summarizes the
effects of the linguistic norm manipulation on the dependent variables.
2.2.2.1 Perceived Relative Status and Power
An ANOVA with the factors linguistic norm condition, order in DVs, and participant gender7
revealed a significant main effect of linguistic norm, F(1, 68) = 6.49, p < .02. As predicted in
(H1), participants perceived Law students/ graduates (relative to Economics students/ graduates) as higher in status and more powerful in the Law norm condition (M = 0.34,
SD = 1.13) than in the Economics norm condition (M = -0.28, SD = 1.27), d = .52. Since par-

5

The questionnaire originally included a fifth agentic item that was excluded from the analyses because of a
low scale-item correlation.

6

Including these four participants in the analyses does not change the statistical significance or interpretation of
the main results: Both the main effect of linguistic norm condition on perceived relative status and power,
F(1, 72) = 4.15, p < .05, and the norm condition by trait content interaction for the attribution of agency and
communion, F(1, 72) = 5.16, p < .03, are still significant.

7

In Studies 1 to 3, participant gender sometimes had theoretically uninteresting main effects. Importantly, there
were no interactions with the linguistic norm manipulation. Thus, across all three studies, I kept participant
gender as a factor in the analyses, but will not discuss theoretically irrelevant gender effects.
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ticipants made their ratings on bipolar lines, this also indicates attribution of relatively more
status and power to Economics students/ graduates in the Economics norm condition than in
the Law norm condition.
The order in which the two groups appeared in the dependent measures had no effect
on perceived status and power differences, F < 1. There was, however, a significant interaction with linguistic norm, F(1, 68) = 4.11, p < .05, such that the predicted main effect of linguistic norm was highly significant when the norm group appeared first, that is, to the left of
the bipolar lines (Law norm: M = 0.54, SD = 0.91, Economics norm: M = -0.65, SD = 1.34),
t(35) = 3.17, p < .01, d = 1.04, while there was no statistically meaningful difference between
linguistic norm conditions when the comparison group appeared first (Law norm: M = 0.16,
SD = 1.30, Economics norm: M = -0.09, SD = 1.10), t < 1.

Attributed Relative Status/ Power and Traits

1.0

Relative Status/ Power Law
Relative Agency Law

0.8

Relative Communion Law
0.6
0.4
0.2
0.0
-0.2
-0.4

Law Norm
Condition

Economics Norm
Condition

Notes: Values on the y-axis indicate mean deviations from the midpoint of bipolar lines in cm. Positive
values indicate higher attribution to Law than to Economics students and graduates, negative
values indicate higher attribution to Economics than to Law students and graduates; a similar
illustration can be found in Bruckmüller and Abele (2010).

Figure 6: Attribution of relative status/ power, agency, and communion in Study 1
depending on linguistic norm condition

Status vs. Power
I hypothesized that linguistic normativity should influence attributions of both status and
power. An exploratory inspection of the effects of linguistic normativity on the individual
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items8 revealed that although all items showed a tendency in the same direction, it was especially the three items referenced above that drove the effect (prestige: Ms = 3.02 and 1.48,
SDs = 1.25 and 1.73, respectively, t(35) = 3.08, p < .01, d = 1.02; influence: Ms = 1.12
and -0.93, SDs = 1.83 and 2.20, respectively, t(35) = 3.08, p < .01, d = 1.01; leadership positions: Ms = -1.31 and -2.47, SDs = 1.86 and 1.92, respectively, t(35) = 1.86, p < .08, d = .61;
all other items: ts < 1.29, ps > .20). This suggests that linguistic normativity similarly affected
participants’ inferences regarding the groups' relative status and their inferences regarding
their relative power.
2.2.2.2 Attributions of Agency and Communion
Next, I tested hypotheses (H1a) and (H1b) that concern trait attributions with regard to agency and communion by means of a mixed-measures ANOVA. Linguistic norm condition, order
in DVs, and participant gender were between-subject factors; the attribution of agency and of
communion was a within-subjects factor. A significant effect of this within-subject factor
emerged, F(1, 68) = 8.88, p < .01, because overall, participants ascribed more agency to
Law students and graduates than to Economics students and graduates, indicated by a
mean value above the midpoint of the line (i.e., zero, M = 0.69, SD = 1.11), t(75) = 5.41,
p < .001,

d = .62,

while

they

perceived

both

groups

as

equally

communal

(M = 0.12, SD = 0.99), t(75) = 1.07, p > .29. Which of the two groups appeared first had no
statistically meaningful effects, Fs < 1.29, ps > .26.
More importantly and in accord with hypotheses (H1a) and (H1b), the interaction between linguistic norm condition and trait attributions was significant, F(1, 68) = 4.81, p < .04.
As predicted, participants tended to ascribe more agency (M = 0.84, SD = 1.20) and less
communion (M = -0.04, SD = 0.88) to Law graduates in the Law norm condition than in the
Economics norm condition (agency: M = 0.55, SD = 1.02; communion: M = 0.28, SD = 1.07).
However, although the predicted interaction was significant, the simple effects were not,
ts(74) < 1.42, ps > .16.
Mediational Analysis
The hypotheses regarding agency and communion were derived from the predicted effect of linguistic normativity on ascriptions of status and power (H1) and from previous research that has shown that status and power influence attributions of agency and communion (e.g., Conway et al., 1996; Fiske et al., 2002). It is thus warranted to test whether attributions of status and power mediated the effect of linguistic norm condition on the attribution of
agentic and communal traits.

8

This exploratory analysis was only performed in the condition where the predicted effect was significant,
namely, when the norm group had appeared first (left of the line) in the dependent measures.
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To conduct a mediational analysis following the Baron and Kenny (1986) steps, I used
the difference between agency and communion as dependent variable to accommodate the
repeated measures design. Linguistic norm condition (coded as 0 = Economics norm,
1 = Law norm) was a marginally significant predictor of the attribution of agency relative to
communion, ȕ = .20, p < .09. Although marginal significance means that the conventional
preconditions for a mediational analysis (Baron & Kenny, 1986) are not met, I still tested for
mediation, because I considered it theoretically interesting. Linguistic norm condition also
predicted the perceived distribution of power and status, ȕ = .26, p < .03. When I regressed
trait attributions simultaneously on linguistic norm condition and on power, the latter predicted agency and communion, ȕ = .23, p = .055, while the effect of the linguistic norm condition
disappeared, ȕ = .14, p > .22. Although this pattern of results suggests the mediation of trait
attributions by perceived status and power predicted in hypothesis (H1c), the associated Sobel test was not significant, z = 1.49, p < .14, warranting caution in interpreting the findings.9

2.2.3

Discussion Study 1

Overall, the results were in line with the hypotheses derived from the CURSICO-Model. In
support of Main Hypothesis (H1) participants perceived Law students and graduates as relatively higher in status and more powerful when the text had framed comparisons in terms of
how Economics students and graduates do or do not deviate from Law students and graduates than when the text had compared Law students and graduates to Economics students
and graduates. Perceived status and perceived power were affected similarly and, somewhat
unexpectedly, the effect was enhanced when the group that had linguistically been positioned as the norm in the text appeared first in the dependent measures. Although I had not
predicted this interaction, it seems plausible in light of research showing that people tend to
construct mental category norms around the group they encounter first (Gernsbacher & Hargreaves, 1988; Kahneman & Miller, 1986; Wänke & Reutner, 2011).
In accord with hypotheses (H1a) and (H1b) the direction of comparison also tended to
affect to what extent participants ascribed agentic and communal traits to typical group
members. However, although the effects on trait attributions were in line with predictions,
they remained relatively modest. The predicted interaction was statistically reliable, but the
simple effects were not; moreover, the internal consistency of the agency scale was only
moderate. This may be due to participants' prior knowledge and stereotypes about the
groups. I had selected Law and Economics students as groups based on the assumption that
they are stereotypically seen as equally agentic and communal. However, the data revealed
9

Although it seem less plausible to assume that the comparative framing directly affected perceptions of agency and communion, high agency leads to respect (Wojciszke, Abele, & Baryla, 2009) which may be interpreted
as one indicator for status. Therefore, I also tested the reverse mediation model in which the framing of differences directly affects trait attributions which then in turn influence perceptions of status and power. In this
model the significant effect of linguistic norm on perceived status and power remained marginally significant,
ȕ = .26, p < .03, when I included trait attributions in the regression, ȕ = .22, p < .06, and this drop was not significant, Sobel z = 1.32, p > .18.
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that participants generally perceived Law students/ graduates as more agentic than Economics students/ graduates. Such prior stereotypes probably affected participants’ responses
and may have attenuated the effect of comparative framing and of the accompanying perceptions of relative status and power on the attribution of these traits. Study 2 therefore tried
to eliminate influences of previous knowledge and stereotypes about the groups by using
fictitious groups.

2.3 Study 2: Groups of Unknown Status
Study 2 tested hypotheses (H1) as well as (H1a), (H1b), and (H1c) using comparisons of
fictitious groups about which participants had no prior knowledge and accordingly no stereotypes with regard to agency and communion. I expected that in the absence of other information about the groups, the predicted effects should be stronger than in Study 1. Inspired
by Conway and others (1996), I used a fabricated anthropological text comparing two cultural
groups allegedly living on a small South Pacific island. The names and activities of the compared groups were selected based on careful pretesting to insure that the factual information
about the two groups would imply comparable status and power.

2.3.1

Pretests to Study 2

First, 44 introductory psychology students (age and gender not identified) indicated how
much they liked 10 different group names. Four names (Vakuna, Maray, Galubi, and Guanca) that were liked equally well, ts < 1, were selected for a second pretest.
A second sample of 29 student participants (age and gender not identified) rated the six
possible pairings of these four names. For each pair participants indicated their guess which
of the two groups had more power and status on a 10 cm long bipolar line. Which of the two
names appeared on which side of this line was counterbalanced between participants. Similarly, participants rated 22 different pairs of activities and cultural products with regard to the
status and power that they imply (e.g., herding sheep vs. herding goats). I again counterbalanced between participants which item appeared on which side of a 10 cm long bipolar line.
For Study 2, I selected the names Vakuna and Maray because participants had rated
these names as implying equal status and power as indicated by a mean value not significantly different from zero (M = 0.46, SD = 2.63), t < 1, and order of presentation had no effect
on ratings of this name pair, t < 1. Similarly, I selected seven activities (e.g., fishing with a
harpoon vs. fishing with a spear; cultivating yams vs. cultivating plantains) for which the
means did not differ from zero, ts < 1.54, p > .13, and for which there were no order effects,
ts < 1.69, ps > .10.
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2.3.2

Method Study 2

2.3.2.1 Participants and Design
Twenty-eight women and 21 men with an age range from 17 to 69 years (M = 36.18,
SD = 14.09) were approached on public places in the downtown shopping area of Erlangen
and recruited for participation in a study on "how people form impressions of groups they do
not know". The experimenter handed out surveys that randomly and blindly assigned participants to the conditions of a 2 (linguistic norm: Vakuna norm, Maray norm) by 2 (order in DVs:
norm group first, comparison group first) design.
2.3.2.2 Materials and Procedure
The survey first assessed demographic variables (age, gender, highest academic degree,
field of occupation). The second page contained a fabricated anthropological text about the
Vakuna and the Maray, two traditional cultures allegedly inhabiting a small South Pacific island.
In the Vakuna norm condition, the text compared the Maray to the Vakuna, thus linguistically rendering the Vakuna the implicit norm. In the Maray norm condition, the text compared the Vakuna to the Maray, positioning the Maray as the implicit norm (e.g., The Vakuna
(Maray) differ from the Maray (Vakuna) in many ways, in cultural traditions as well as in agricultural and hunting practices. (…) For example, the Vakuna (Maray) cultivate more yams,
but fewer plantains than the Maray (Vakuna); full text in German see Appendix B.1).
On the next page, participants indicated their impression of the groups. They first answered six items referring to the groups' relative status and power (e.g., Which group do you
think has higher prestige on the island?; Imagine that there is a conflict between the groups
over a piece of land. Which group would be more likely to give way to the other one [reverse
coded]?, Cronbach’s Į = .87; see Appendix B.2 for all items used in Study 2). For each item
participants made a dichotomous choice between the two groups by marking one of two
checkboxes. The order in which the names appeared as response options was counterbalanced between participants.
Participants then rated the groups with regard to agentic and communal traits by indicating on a 10 cm long bipolar line which of the two groups they perceived as having more of
five communal attributes (understanding, affectionate, cooperative, caring, and gentle;
Cronbach’s Į = .88) and four agentic attributes (active, assertive, independent, and dominant; Cronbach’s Į = .85).10 I also included four filler items (e.g., attractive, happy). Which of
the two groups appeared first was always the same as for the status and power items.

10

A fifth agency item was excluded because of a low scale-item correlation.
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Results Study 2

Figure 7 summarizes the effects of the linguistic norm manipulation on all three dependent
variables (z-standardized, because the unit of measurement differed across measures).

Attributed Status/ Power and Traits
(z-standardized)

0.8

Relative Status/ Power Vakuna
Relative Agency Vakuna

0.6

Relative Communion Vakuna
0.4
0.2
0.0
-0.2
-0.4
-0.6

Vakuna Norm
Condition

Maray Norm
Condition

Notes: Higher values indicate a higher attribution of the respective characteristic to the Vakuna relative to the Maray; all variables have been z-standardized; a similar illustration can be found in
Bruckmüller and Abele (2010).

Figure 7: Attribution of relative status/ power, agency, and communion (zstandardized) in Study 2 depending on linguistic norm condition

2.3.3.1 Perceived Relative Status and Power
To analyze the perception of relative group status and power, I counted for how many of the
six items participants had chosen the Vakuna as the more powerful group. Supporting (H1),
participants in the Vakuna norm condition more often selected the Vakuna as more powerful
or higher in status (M = 4.42, SD = 2.04) than participants in the Maray norm condition
(M = 2.50, SD = 2.25), F(1, 40) = 7.22, p = .01, d = .89. No significant main or interaction
effects involving order of response options emerged, Fs < 1. As in Study 1, simply making
one group the linguistic norm and the other group the effect to be explained in a few comparative statements was sufficient to cause a perception of the norm group as higher in status
and as more powerful than the comparison group.
As in Study 1, some of the measures were mostly indicative of status (Which group has
higher prestige?), some were mostly indicative of power (Which of the two groups is the
more powerful one on the island?), and some incorporated both (Which group does the king
of the island belong to?). To explore to what extent the manipulation of linguistic normativity
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influenced perceptions of status compared to perceptions of power, I again conducted separate analyses for all individual items, inspecting the mean percentage of participants who had
selected the Vakuna as the more powerful group in the two linguistic norm conditions. Significant differences between conditions emerged for all items, Ȥ²s > 3.75, ps  .05, except for
the one item asking which group the king of the island might belong to, Ȥ²(1, N = 49) = 1.09,
p > .29. The strongest effects emerged for one status item (Which group has higher prestige?), Ȥ²(1, N = 49) = 7.39, p < .01, and for one power item (Imagine that an armed conflict
over the scarce resources on the island would break out between the groups. Who do you
think would prevail?), Ȥ²(1, N = 49) = 6.75, p < .01. This again suggests that the direction of
comparison similarly affected perceptions of status and of power.
2.3.3.2 Attributions of Agency and Communion
As in Study 1, I measured participants’ responses on the bipolar lines as deviations from the
midpoint in mm (and report means and SDs in cm below). Positive values indicate a higher
attribution of the respective trait to the Vakuna; negative values indicate a higher ascription of
the trait to the Maray.
To test hypotheses (H1a) and (H1b), I conducted a mixed-measures ANOVA with linguistic norm condition, order in DVs, and participant gender as between-subjects factors and
attributions of agency and of communion as a within-subjects factor. No significant main or
interaction effects involving order of response options emerged, Fs < 2.82, ps > .10. Trait
content had a significant main effect, F(1, 37) = 9.57, p < .01, such that participants perceived the Vakuna as more agentic than the Maray, indicated by a positive overall mean
(M = 0.95, SD = 2.56), t(44) = 2.49, p < .02, and the Maray as more communal than the
Vakuna, indicated by a negative overall mean (M = -0.85, SD = 2.31), t(48) = -2.57, p < .02.
Most importantly, the predicted trait content by linguistic norm condition interaction was
significant, F(1, 37) = 7.77, p < .01 (see Figure 7). In accord with (H1a), participants ascribed
more agency to the Vakuna in the Vakuna norm condition (M = 2.00, SD = 2.01) than in the
Maray norm condition (M = -0.15, SD = 2.65), t(39) = 3.05, p < .01, d = .91; in accord with
(H1b), they ascribed more communion to the Vakuna in the Maray norm condition (M = 0.14,
SD = 2.44), than in the Vakuna norm condition (M = -1.87, SD = 1.66), t(42) = 3.39, p < .01,
d = .96.
Mediational Analyses
To test whether perceived differences in status and power between the groups mediated
the effect of linguistic norm condition on the attribution of agentic and communal traits, I conducted mediational analyses following the Baron and Kenny (1986) steps.
Linguistic norm condition (coded as 0 = Maray norm, 1 = Vakuna norm) predicted the
difference in the attribution of agency and of communion, ȕ = .47, p < .01. It also predicted
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perceptions of relative status and power, ȕ = .42, p < .01. When I included both linguistic
norm and perceptions of status and power in the analysis, the latter reliably predicted trait
attributions, ȕ = .55, p < .001, while the effect of linguistic norm condition dropped to marginal
significance, ȕ = .24, p > .06, and this drop was significant, Sobel z = 2.53, p < .02. Supporting hypothesis (H1c), the ascription of higher status and power to the Vakuna in the Vakuna
norm condition compared to the Maray norm condition at least partially mediated the attribution of higher agency and lower communion to the Vakuna in this condition.11 I also computed separate mediation analyses for the attribution of agency and of communion. Mediation
was significant in both cases (agency: Sobel z = 2.54, p < .02; communion: Sobel z = 2.37,
p < .02). The model for agency indicated full mediation, while mediation for communion was
only partial.

2.3.4

Discussion Study 2

The findings of Study 2 provided consistent support for Main Hypothesis (H1) and the additional predictions for trait attributions. Participants perceived a group as relatively higher in
status and power when it had been the implicit norm rather than the subject of comparison in
the text (H1). Moreover, participants ascribed higher agency (H1a) and lower communion
(H1b) to a group when it had been the implicit norm group and these effects were mediated
by attributions of status and power (H1c). In the absence of prior stereotypes about the two
groups, these effects were more pronounced than for the real groups in Study 1.
An interesting question in light of ongoing discussions about the relationship between
group status and the fundamental dimensions is whether agency and communion were similarly affected by the comparative framing and the subsequent perception of relative group
status. While some authors argue that status should primarily be related to agency (Fiske et
al., 2002), others argue that it should be related to both agency and communion (e.g., Conway et al., 1996; Eagly & Wood, 1984) and the Status Incongruity Hypothesis predicts that
both agency and communion should be related to status, but that the relationship should be
stronger for agency than for communion (Moss-Racusin et al., 2010).
Although Study 2 found effects for the attribution of both agency and communion, the
measurement via relative judgments on bipolar lines makes it impossible to distinguish high
ascriptions of a trait to one group from low attributions of the respective trait to the other
group. This might seem like a relatively trivial methodological problem; however, Judd and

11

Other than in Study 1, the reverse mediation model in which trait attributions mediate the effect of norm condition on perceptions of status and power was also significant (Sobel z = 2.72, p < .01). Statistically, I cannot
answer the question regarding the direction of the process with confidence. Since I had based hypotheses
(H1a) and (H1b) on the prediction that the direction of comparison would influence perceptions of status and
power (H1) as well as on previous research that has shown that a groups’ status and power influence attributions of agency and communion to this group (Conway et al., 1996; Fiske et al., 2002), I consider this direction
of the effect to be more plausible. However, the present findings also allow for the possibility that the direction
of comparison influenced attributions of agency and communion which then in turn influenced perceptions of
relative status and power.
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others (2005) have shown that in intergroup contexts, people often compensate for attributions of high agency to one group by high attributions of communion to the other group and
vice versa (see also Kervyn, Yzerbyt, Demoulin, & Judd, 2008). Applied to the present research question, who was compared to whom and the accompanying perception of relative
status and power may, for instance, have led participants to perceive the norm group as
more agentic, while attributions of communion were due to a subsequent compensation effect in which participants attributed higher communion to the less agentic comparison group.
Typically, individual level correlations are inspected to detect compensation effects: a
positive correlation between the attribution of agency to one group and the attribution of
communion to the other group is interpreted as indicating compensation effects (e.g. Judd et
al., 2005; Kervyn et al., 2008). However, the bipolar line judgments used in Studies 1 and 2
make it impossible to gauge the role of compensation for the observed effects. Therefore,
attributions of agency and communion were measured separately for the two groups in
Study 3.

2.4 Study 3: The Role of Compensation Effects
The objectives of Study 3 were to replicate the findings of the two previous studies and to
explore whether direction of comparison similarly influences attributions of agency and of
communion or whether the findings in Studies 1 and 2 with regard to one of the two dimensions might have been caused by a compensation effect. To test this possibility, Study 3
separated participants’ attributions of agency and communion to the two groups.

2.4.1

Method Study 3

2.4.1.1 Participants and Design
A total of 24 women, 22 men, and 3 participants who did not indicate gender with an age
range from 18 to 68 years (M = 39.00 years, SD = 12.15) were recruited in the downtown
shopping areas of Erlangen and of Nuremberg. Participants were randomly assigned to conditions in a 2 (linguistic norm condition: Vakuna norm, Maray norm) by 2 (order in DVs: norm
group first, comparison group first) design.
2.4.1.2 Materials and Procedure
Participants first read the same text as in Study 2 that either compared the Vakuna to the
Maray or the Maray to the Vakuna. The next page of the survey contained six items referring
to status and power. Except for one item (Which group has higher influence on daily life on
the island? instead of Which group does the king of the island belong to?) these were the
same as in Study 2 (Cronbach’s Į = .84). Other than in Study 1, responses were made on 10
cm long bipolar lines instead of checkboxes to insure that participants had the possibility of
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rating both groups equally by marking the middle of the lines. Which group appeared on
which side of the lines was counterbalanced between participants.
Next, participants rated the extent to which five agentic (active, assertive, independent,
persistent, and dominant; Cronbach’s Į = .85) and five communal attributes (understanding,
affectionate, cooperative, caring, and gentle; Cronbach’s Į = .88) were descriptive of the typical Vakuna and of the typical Maray on seven-point scales (1 = not at all to 7 = very much).
Participants always first rated the group that had appeared to the left of the lines in the status
and power measures, and then separately rated the other group. Finally, participants provided the same demographic information as in Study 2.

2.4.2

Results Study 3

Four participants with outlying scores on the status and power measure were excluded from
the analyses reported below (more than 2 SDs above or below the mean in the respective
condition).12
2.4.2.1 Perceived Relative Status and Power
As in the previous studies, I measured the line judgments as deviations from the midpoint in
mm (and report means and SDs in cm). Positive values indicate an attribution of higher status and power to the Vakuna; negative values indicate a perception of the Maray as higher in
status and as more powerful than the Vakuna. I tested Main Hypothesis (H1) by means of a
2 (linguistic norm condition: Vakuna norm, Maray norm) by 2 (order in DVs: Vakuna first,
Maray first) by 2 (participant gender: female, male) ANOVA.
In accord with predictions, a main effect of linguistic norm condition, F(1, 38) = 5.97,
p < .02, indicated that participants in the Vakuna norm condition perceived the Vakuna as
more powerful and higher in status (M = 0.27, SD = 1.99) than participants in the Maray norm
condition (M = -1.11, SD = 1.14), d = .85. Once again, participants inferred that the group
linguistically positioned as the norm in a comparative context was higher in status and more
powerful than the group presented as the effect to be explained.
In addition, a marginally significant effect of the order in which the groups appeared in
the DVs emerged, F(1, 38) = 3.99, p < .06; this effect was qualified by a marginally significant
interaction between linguistic norm condition and order, F(1, 38) = 3.38, p < .08. As in Study
1, although the means were always in the same direction, the effect of linguistic norm condition was only significant when the norm group appeared first in the DVs (Vakuna norm:
12

Inclusion of these participants led to non-normally distributed data. However, the main findings remain by and
large the same when the data are analyzed with all participants and nonparametric tests: influence of linguistic
norm condition on perceived relative status and power: Z = 2.31, p < .03; influence on perceived agency (for
first-rated group): Z = 1.87, p < .07; influence on perceived communion (for first-rated group): Z = 1.79,
p < .08.
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M = 0.96, SD = 1.51, Maray norm: M = -1.07, SD = .89), t(23) = 3.96, p = .001, d = 1.64, but
not when it appeared second (Vakuna norm: M = -0.53, SD = 2.25, Maray norm: M = -1.15,
SD = 1.28), t < 1, d = .31.
As in Studies 1 and 2, I inspected the effects on the item level to explore whether perceptions of status and of power were similarly affected by the linguistic norm manipulation.
Again, all items showed mean level differences in the same direction, although not all of these differences were statistically significant. Linguistic norm condition had the highest impact
on two power-related items asking which of the two groups would be more likely to prevail in
an armed conflict (see above), t(47) = 3.73, p = .001, d = 1.08, and which of the groups had
more influence on daily life on the island, t(47) = 3.05, p = .004, d = .88. For the two statusrelated items asking “who might be lagging behind progress more [reverse coded]”,
t(40) = 2.15, p < .04, d = .61, and for the groups’ prestige on the island, t(47) = 1.84, p < .08,
d = .53, somewhat smaller effects emerged. This again suggests that both status and power
were affected by the linguistic norm manipulation, but other than in Studies 1 and 2, the effects on the items primarily referring to relative group power were somewhat larger than the
effects on items primarily tapping into perceived group status.
2.4.2.2 Attributions of Agency and Communion
To analyze attributions of agency and communion to the two groups, I recoded trait attributions into ratings of the linguistic norm group and the comparison group rather than ratings of
the Vakuna and the Maray. I then submitted these ratings to a 2 (linguistic norm condition:
Vakuna norm, Maray norm) by 2 (order of ratings: norm group first, comparison group first)
by 2 (participant gender: female, male) by 2 (rated group: norm group, comparison group) by
2 (trait dimension: agency, communion) ANOVA with repeated measures on the last two factors. This revealed several significant effects.
Overall, participants attributed more agency (M = 4.61, SD = .71) than communion
(M = 4.24, SD = .77), d = .50, to the groups, F(1, 37) = 12.12, p = .001. A significant content
dimension by order interaction, F (1, 37) = 4.33, p < .05, indicated that this effect was stronger when the norm group was rated first (agency: M = 4.75, SD = .82; communion: M = 4.15,
SD = .94), t(21) = 3.56, p < .01, d = .68, compared to when it was rated second (agency:
M = 4.47, SD = .57; communion: M = 4.33, SD = .57), t(22) = 1.10, p < .29, d = .25.
Most importantly, there was a significant content dimension by rated group interaction,
F(1, 37) = 4.66, p < .04. In accord with (H1a), participants attributed more agency to the linguistic norm group than to the comparison group (Ms = 4.91 and 4.03, SDs = .96 and 1.09,
respectively), t(44) = 3.74, p = .001, d = .86. In accord with (H1b), they attributed more communion to the comparison group than to the linguistic norm group (Ms = 4.47 and 4.01,
SDs = 1.04 and 1.10, respectively), t(44) = 2.08, p < .05, d = .43, although this effect on attributed communion was much smaller than the effect on attributions of agency. The differ-
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ence in attributions of agency and of communion to the linguistic norm group was significant,
t(46) = 3.74, p = .001, d = .86, while participants ascribed both types of traits to a comparable
degree to the comparison group, t < 1, d = .13.
This predicted two-way interaction was qualified by a three-way interaction of content
dimension, rated group, and order, F(1, 37) = 4.61, p < .04, indicating that the trait content by
rated group interaction was only significant when the linguistic norm group was rated first,
F(1, 18) = 13.24, p < .01, but not when it was rated second, F < 1.
Since it is possible that effects of the linguistic norm manipulation increasingly faded as
participants completed their ratings of the two groups, I also inspected ratings of the firstrated group only (see Figure 8, left panel). The predicted trait content by order interaction
was significant, F(1, 37) = 9.64, p < .01. Participants ascribed significantly more agency and
marginally less communion to the norm group (Ms = 5.19 and 3.78, SDs = 0.85 and 1.05,
respectively) than to the comparison group (agency: M = 4.34, SD = 1.18, t(46) = 2.85,
p < .01, d = .83; communion: M = 4.32, SD = 0.93, t(46) = 1.92, p < .07, d = .54). There were
no significant effects for the group that participants rated second, F < 1, although the means
showed a tendency in the same direction as for the first-rated group (see Figure 8, right panel).

Trait Attributions (Scale 1 – 7)

6.0

First-Rated Group

Second-Rated Group

5.5
5.0
4.5
4.0
3.5

Agency
Communion

3.0

Norm Group

Comparison
Group

Norm Group

Comparison
Group

Figure 8: Mean values for attribution of agency and communion to the norm group
and the comparison group in Study 3 by order of ratings
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Mediational Analyses
To test hypothesis (H1c), I again conducted mediational analyses following the Baron
and Kenny (1986) steps. Linguistic norm condition (coded as 0 = Maray norm, 1 = Vakuna
norm) predicted attributions of agency, ȕ = .38, p = .01, as well as perceptions of status and
power, ȕ = .40, p < .01, which in turn significantly predicted attributions of agency, ȕ = .82,
p < .001. When I included linguistic norm condition and perceived status simultaneously in
the regression, linguistic norm condition was no longer a significant predictor of agency,
ȕ = .01, n.s. The perception of the linguistic norm group as higher in status and more powerful than the comparison group fully accounted for the higher attribution of agency to the norm
group than to the comparison group, Sobel z = 2.83, p < .01.
Linguistic norm condition also predicted attributions of communion, ȕ = -.31, p < .04, as
did perceived status and power, ȕ = -.74, p < .001. When I included linguistic norm condition
and attributions of status and power simultaneously, linguistic norm condition was no longer
a significant predictor of communion, ȕ = .03, n.s. Perceptions of the linguistic norm group as
relatively higher in status fully accounted for the lower attribution of communion to the norm
group than to the comparison group, Sobel z = 2.74, p < .01.13
Compensation Effects
To examine the role of compensation effects (Judd et al., 2005), I inspected individual
level correlations (see Table 1).
Table 1: Correlations between the dependent variables of Study 3
Dependent Variable
1. Status & power linguistic norm group
2. Agency linguistic norm group
3. Communion linguistic norm group
4. Agency comparison group
5. Communion comparison group

2

3

4

5

.58***

-.54***

-.62***

.37**

-.25

-.13

.76***

-

-

.65***
-

.03
-.14
-

Notes: ** p = .01, *** p < .001.

13

I also tested the reverse mediation models: mediation of effects on perceived status and power by attributions
of agency was significant, Sobel z = 2.60, p < .01, but only partial because linguistic norm condition remained
a marginally significant predictor of status and power when attributions of agency were included in the model,
ȕ = .16, p < .09; mediation by attributions of communion was not significant, z = 1.68, p > .09.
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These correlations suggested substantial compensatory effects between groups: The
more agency (communion) participants ascribed to one group, the more communion (agency) they ascribed to the respective other group. However, I found no indication of compensation within the groups: Attributions of agency and of communion to the same group were independent of each other, ps  .10. Compensation between groups should have mostly influenced how participants rated the second group. However, I found effects of comparative
framing on both agency and communion for the group that participants rated first (cf. Figure 8), although the effect for communion was much smaller than the effect for agency and
smaller than it had been in Study 2. I therefore conclude that compensation effects cannot
fully account for the findings with regard to attributions of communion (and certainly not for
the effects on attributions of agency), although compensation was at work and very likely
contributed to the magnitude of the effects for communion in Studies 1 and 2.

2.4.3

Discussion Study 3

In sum, Study 3 replicated the findings of the previous two studies and supported predictions
(H1) as well as (H1a), (H1b), and (H1c) derived from the CURSICO-Model. Participants perceived the linguistic norm group as higher in status and as more powerful than the comparison group and – as suggested by the mediational analyses – these inferences on relative
status and power led them to see the linguistic norm group as more agentic and less communal than the comparison group. In accord with the Status Incongruity Hypothesis (MossRacusin et al., 2010), the effects of comparative framing and the associated attribution of
status and power had a stronger influence on attributions of agency than on attributions of
communion.

2.4.4

Preliminary Conclusions of Studies 1 to 3

Taken together, the first three studies consistently showed that who is compared to whom
can affect the perception of different social groups as predicted by the CURSICO-Model:
Groups linguistically positioned as the norm are perceived as higher in status and power than
groups that are positioned as the effect to be explained. This illustrates how the comparative
framing of intergroup differences may facilitate the maintenance and permanent reproduction
of culturally shared assumptions about social groups and their status. Speakers tend to linguistically place high-status groups in the norm position (Miller et al., 1991; Pratto, Hegarty et
al., 2007) and receivers of a communication use their implicit knowledge of communication
practices to infer that the group occupying this position is higher in status and more powerful.
Consequently, the receiver is likely to construct the groups and their relation to each other in
a way that is consistent with the speaker’s conception, even though – or maybe because –
these ideas are not communicated explicitly (cf. Collins et al., 2009; Kashima et al., 2007).
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Although not the main focus of the present studies, the findings further suggest that perceptions of relative group status and of relative group power are similarly affected by linguistic normativity. Although it should mostly be status as a state of being, rather than power,
which is more related to doing (Simon & Oakes, 2006) that influences who is habitually positioned as the norm in intergroup comparisons, it makes sense that the direction of comparison influences inferences regarding both status and power, since high status usually incorporates high power (e.g., Keltner et al., 2003; Simon & Oakes, 2006).
The effects observed in Studies 1 to 3 emerged for out-groups of apparently similar status, whether they were real groups (Study 1) or fictitious groups that participants had never
heard of before (Studies 2 and 3). I chose this approach for the first studies to exclude as
many potentially confounding factors as possible to achieve high internal consistency in testing whether linguistic normativity in intergroup comparisons can have the predicted effects or
not. Now that three studies have established the effect, an important question is whether the
comparative framing has similar effects for groups that differ in status and power, and
whether linguistic normativity exerts its influence via the same or somewhat different mechanisms in these contexts. Therefore, Study 4 will test Main Hypothesis (H1) and the additional
predictions (H1a) to (H1f) summarized in Figure 4 (p. 15) in the comparison of social groups
with a known history of status inequalities, namely women and men.

2.5 Study 4: Groups with a Known History of Status Inequalities
Study 4 investigated the effects of an asymmetrical framing of gender differences on perceived status and power differences between women and men in society (H1), as well as on
the endorsement of gender stereotypes with regard to agency and communion (H1a), (H1b),
and (H1c). In addition, expanding the findings of Studies 1 to 3 to the domain of gender allowed me to explore whether the comparative framing also affected participants' selfperception with regard to agency and communion; moreover, it allowed me to investigate
whether the framing of differences can affect the perceived legitimacy of status inequalities
(H1d) and to test the role of context predicted in hypotheses (H1e) and (H1f).

2.5.1 The Importance of Context
Testing the effects of the comparative framing of gender differences across contexts, specifically, a normatively male context and a context where neither gender is particularly normative, allowed me to tap into the different mechanisms by which linguistic normativity might
affect the perception of the compared groups. Above, I have argued that because intergroup
comparisons are most often framed in terms of how lower-status groups differ from higherstatus groups, people might learn to implicitly associate linguistic normativity in comparative
statements with status and power, and that they might intuitively use this association to infer
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group status – especially in contexts where no or only little other information on group status
is available (cf., Gleitman et al., 1996).
However, the framing of intergroup comparisons is not only influenced by group status,
but also by a group's perceived typicality in the respective context (Hegarty & Pratto, 2001;
Miller et al., 1991; Pratto, Hegarty et al., 2007). Therefore, not only the direction of comparison should influence the perception of two groups, but also whether this comparative framing
is consistent with culturally shared expectations for the respective context. While adhering to
a context-consistent conventional framing should subtly communicate and reinforce the associated beliefs about normativity and status, an unconventional framing might subtly disrupt
the flow of communication, including the reinforcement of beliefs about the groups’ normativity and status resonating with a conventional framing. Yet, these processes should be limited
to contexts where one group is more normative than the other and where therefore shared
expectations for how to frame differences exist. Accordingly, Study 4 will examine the effects
of the comparative framing of gender differences in two contexts: a normatively male context
(leadership) and a context in which no culturally shared gendered category norms exist (leisure time, see below).

2.5.2 Implications for Gender Stereotypes
This also suggests two possible mechanisms by which linguistic normativity might affect attributions of agency and communion to women and men. One possibility is the same indirect
process as in Studies 1 to 3, that is, mediation by perceived status and power differences.
However, agency and communion are not only closely related to status and power (Conway
et al., 1996; Eagly & Kite, 1987; Fiske et al., 2002); they also represent the main dimensions
structuring gender stereotypes (Conway et al., 1996; Eagly & Steffen, 1984; Spence, 1993;
Williams & Best, 1990).
A framing of gender differences that adheres to the convention of comparing women to
men, especially in a normatively male context, might therefore not only subtly communicate
beliefs about relative group status, it might also subtly reinforce these robust and well-known
gender stereotypes (e.g., Bem, 1974, Eagly & Wood, 1982; Spence, 1993), while the additional attention aroused by an unconventional framing (e.g. Holbrook et al., 2000) might
stimulate a more critical evaluation of these stereotypes and subsequently reduce their endorsement. In the latter case, effects of comparative framing on stereotype endorsement
could be independent of perceived status differences (that is, they need not be mediated by
status as predicted in [H1c]); instead, effects on stereotype endorsement may be contingent
on context: They might emerge in contexts where shared expectations for how to frame
comparisons exist and therefore can be violated, but not in contexts in which women and
men are equally normative.
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2.5.3 Overview over Study 4
2.5.3.1 Predictions
To summarize, hypotheses (H1), (H1a) and (H1b) should also apply to the framing of gender
differences in a normatively male context (leadership), that is, participants should perceive
greater status and power differences favoring men and they should endorse gender stereotypes with regard to agency and communion more, when women are compared to men than
when men are compared to women. The description of gender differences in a context in
which neither gender is particularly normative (leisure time), is critical for testing whether these effects generalize across contexts, suggesting that they are due to a general heuristic
association of linguistic normativity and power, or whether they are limited to a normatively
male context (cf. hypothesis [H1e]), suggesting a dynamic, context-dependent interplay of
normativity and gendered power.
In addition, Study 4 examined how the comparative framing of gender differences affects
the perceived legitimacy of status inequalities between women and men. As outlined in
Chapter 1, who is linguistically presented as the implicit norm in a given context may also
influence how intuitively "right" the comparisons and the status differences resonating with
their framing sound – and therefore, as how legitimate they appear to participants (cf. Pratto
& Pitpitan, 2008). Consequently, the status differences implied by the comparative framing
should be perceived as more legitimate following a conventional than following an unconventional framing (H1d). These effects on perceived legitimacy should again be limited to a context where shared conventions for how to frame differences exist, i.e., in the leadership context (H1f).
2.5.3.2 General Procedure
Study 4 examined the effects of an asymmetrical framing of gender differences in a normatively male context as well as in a context in which neither gender is particularly normative.
Previous research suggests that leadership is stereotypically tied to masculinity (e.g., Schein,
1973, 2001). Finding a context in which women and men are equally normative is more difficult, because men represent a general cultural default (Eagly & Kite, 1987; Smith & Zárate,
1992). Because status and normativity are closely intertwined (Dechamps, 1982; Hegarty,
Pratto et al., 2007), a status-irrelevant context should be most likely a domain in which both
genders are perceived as equally normative – such as leisure time activities that occur outside of status-defining professional roles (Eagly & Steffen, 1984) but are an important aspect
of both women's and men's lives. Accordingly, a pretest first assessed mental category
norms for the domains of leadership and leisure time.
In the main study, participants read about gender differences in leadership or in leisure
time, framed in terms of how women differ from men or in terms of how men differ from
women before they indicated their perception of the size and legitimacy of gender differences
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in status and power in society and their endorsement of gender stereotypes with regard to
agency and communion. To explore whether linguistic normativity might also affect participants’ self-perception, I additionally asked participants to rate themselves with regard to
agentic and communal traits. Finally, participants evaluated the text, to inform the discussion
of possible mechanisms by which the framing of gender differences might affect the perceived legitimacy of status and power inequalities, specifically the assumption that some
framings sound intuitively more appropriate than others. To the extent that a conventional
framing sounds intuitively more appropriate than an unconventional framing, the leadership
text should be evaluated more favorably when women are compared to men than when men
are compared to women, while evaluations of the leisure time text should remain unaffected
by the direction of comparison.
2.5.4 Pretest to Study 4
The prestudy assessed category norms for leadership and leisure time (cf. Miller et al.,
1991).
2.5.4.1 Prestudy Method
Thirty-seven female and 26 male students of the University of Erlangen-Nuremberg (mean
age = 23.68 years, SD = 4.33) voluntarily participated in a study on “how we imagine certain
persons and situations”. Participants either imagined a typical manager14 and wrote a few
sentences about what this person did on a typical work day, or they imagined a typical person with leisure time and wrote about what this person did on a typical day off. On the next
page participants were asked to describe the imagined person by indicating their approximate age, home town, gender, and a possible name.
2.5.4.2 Prestudy Results
Following Miller et al. (1991), I inspected participants’ responses for evidence that they called
to mind a female or male person. Six questionnaires were ambiguous in this regard. Table 2
illustrates who the remaining 57 participants imagined in each context.
A logistic regression analysis revealed significant effects of participant gender,
Wald Ȥ² = 5.44, p < .03, and of context, Wald Ȥ² = 6.89, p < .01, on whether participants imagined a man or a woman. Male participants and participants in the leadership condition
were more likely to imagine a male person than female participants and participants in the
leisure condition, respectively. Importantly, participants were more likely to imagine a male
than a female manager, Ȥ²(1, N = 30) = 10.80, p < .001, while in the leisure condition they
were equally likely to imagine a person of either gender, Ȥ²(1, N = 28) = 0.00. The participant
gender by context interaction was not significant, Wald Ȥ² < 1. However, the two main effects
14

The original German word was Führungskraft, which semantically does not imply gender.
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resulted in somewhat different leisure time category norms for female and male participants:
Female participants tended to imagine a woman, male participants tended to imagine a man,
Ȥ²s < 1.34, ps < .19.
Table 2: Percentage of participants imagining a male exemplar depending on context (leadership vs. leisure time) and participant gender the pretest to Study 4
Context
Leadership

Leisure

Total

Female Participants (n = 33)

73.7

28.6

54.5

Male Participants (n = 24)

90.0

71.4

79.2

Total

79.3

50.0

100.0

In sum, category norms were androcentric for the leadership, but not for the leisure time
context; additionally, participants’ category norms were somewhat directed toward their own
gender, especially in the leisure context.

2.5.5 Method Study 4
2.5.5.1 Participants and Design
A total of 131 female and 95 male University of Erlangen-Nuremberg students (mean
age = 23.25, SD = 3.39) of different majors voluntarily completed the questionnaire that
comprised the main study. Participants were randomly assigned to the experimental conditions in a 2 (context: leadership, leisure) by 2 (linguistic norm: male, female) by 2 (participant
gender: female, male) design.
2.5.5.2 Procedure
An experimenter15 approached participants on campus and asked them to participate in a
study on “the perception of gender differences”. Participants read a text either about gender
differences in leadership styles and behavior, or about gender differences in leisure time
preferences. The texts either compared women to men (in the male linguistic norm condition)
or men to women (in the female linguistic norm condition). The next two pages contained the
dependent measures as well as demographic and control questions. Upon completion of the

15

There were two female and one male experimenter(s). Preliminary analyses revealed no systematic effects of
experimenter gender on the dependent variables.
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survey, participants were informed about the fabricated nature of the text, and were offered
to receive more detailed information about the study via email later.
2.5.5.3 Manipulation of Linguistic Normativity
In the leadership conditions the text was titled “The gender-question in boardrooms: Do men
(women) lead differently than women (men)?”; it discussed gender differences in leadership
styles and behavior (Appendix C.1). In the leisure conditions the title read “After closing time
they part: Men (women) have different leisure time preferences than women (men)“; the text
covered gender differences in preferred leisure time activities (Appendix C.2). In the female
norm version, the text always compared men to women (cf. titles); in the male norm version it
always compared women to men (in parentheses above). Both versions of each text contained the same factual information and discussed mostly gender differences, but also some
similarities between women and men (or men and women, respectively).
2.5.5.4 Perceptions of Gendered Status and Power
The dependent variables were presented next. First, participants indicated how they perceived women’s and men’s relative status and power and the legitimacy of that status/ power
distribution. They expressed their agreement with eight statements about gender relations in
society (on a scale from 1 = do not agree at all to 7 = completely agree) that I adapted from
Miron, Branscombe, and Schmitt (2006). In this scale, some items directly assess legitimization of inequality (e.g., “Men and women have different qualities that make them better suited
for different jobs and roles”; “The existing wage gap between men and women is justified
because they are doing different jobs”); other items concern the perception of status and
power differences between women and men (e.g., “Women have just as many privileges as
men do”; “Our society has reached a point where men and women have equal opportunities
for achievement”).
Miron et al. (2006) used all items of their scale to assess the legitimacy of power differences. In the present study, I directly took the four items that referred to perceived status
differences and translated them into German (Cronbach's Į = .84, see Appendix C.3). I recoded these items such that higher values indicate the perception of greater differences and
thus a relatively higher status of men. Four additional items that were partly re-phrased from
the original scale referred to the legitimization of gender-based status differences
(Cronbach's Į = .82; see Appendix C.4). A factor analysis confirmed that these two factors
were distinct.16 The inter-correlation between subscales was significant, but moderate in size,

16

In a principal components factor analysis with varimax rotation, a first factor capturing 35 % of variance comprised the four items referring to the power differences between men and women; the remaining four items
that referred to the perceived legitimacy of status differences loaded primarily on a second factor, explaining
33 % of variance.
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r = -.33, p < .001, suggesting that the constructs they assessed were related, but not identical.
2.5.5.5 Gender Stereotypes and Self-Perception
Next, participants rated the extent to which they thought five agentic traits (self-confident,
decisive, independent, active, determined) and five communal traits (understanding, emotional, compassionate, warm, considerate) applied to women in general (agency: Cronbach's
Į = .63; communion: Į = .84) and to men in general (agency: Į = .74; communion Į = .70) on
a scale from 1 = not at all to 7 = completely. As in Studies 1 to 3, I counterbalanced which
gender group participants rated first, since order of presentation can influence implied normativity (Gernsbacher & Hargreaves, 1988) and attributions of agency (Maass et al., 2009).
The measure of self-perception appeared on the next page. I asked participants to indicate the extent to which they found the same agentic and communal traits descriptive of
themselves (Cronbach's Į = .71 and .77, respectively).
2.5.5.6 Evaluation of the Text and Controls
Four items asked participants for their evaluation of the text. On bipolar 7-point scales participants rated the text as easy to understand – difficult to understand; credible – not credible;
boring – interesting; convincing – not convincing (Cronbach’s Į = .57).17
Finally, participants indicated their gender, age, and study major and answered two
open-ended items probing for suspicion (“Did you notice anything specific while reading the
text?” and “Do you have any additional comments or remarks?”).

2.5.6 Results Study 4
Ten participants were excluded from the statistical analyses reported below. One had noticed
a “focus on men” in the text, five participants in the leisure time condition and four participants in the leadership condition had outlying scores on one of the dependent variables that
were more than 3 SDs above or below the mean in the respective condition. The analyses
presented below include the data of the remaining 216 participants (127 female, 89 male).
2.5.6.1 Perceived Status and Power Differences
To test whether linguistic normativity affected participants’ perceptions of gender differences
in status and power, I conducted a 2 (context: leadership, leisure) by 2 (linguistic norm: male,
17

The internal consistency of evaluations of the text was relatively low. This is not surprising given that it incorporated various different facets. However, as outlined above adherence to vs. violation of linguistic conventions should influence a variety of evaluative inferences: ease of processing (Holbrook et al., 2000; Pratto,
Korchmaros et al., 2007) as well as credibility (Reber & Schwarz, 1999) and general liking (Roese et al.,
1998).
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female) by 2 (participant gender: female, male) ANOVA on perceived status and power differences. To reiterate, higher scores indicate perception of a relatively higher status of men.
Female participants perceived greater status differences favoring men (M = 4.48, SD = 1.33)
than did male participants (M = 3.74, SD = 1.37), F(1, 208) = 14.56, p < .001, d = .55. Participant gender did not interact with context or the linguistic norm manipulation, Fs < 1.09,
ps > .29.
Most relevant to Main Hypothesis (H1), there was also a significant interaction between
context and linguistic norm on perceived status and power differences, F(1, 208) = 8.48,

Perceived Relative Status/ Power of Men

p < .01, (see Figure 9).
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Figure 9: Perceived status and power differences between men and women (favoring men) in Study 4 depending on context and linguistic norm

In accord with (H1), and consistent with the pattern of results in Studies 1 to 3, participants in the leadership condition perceived greater status differences favoring men, if they
had read the male-norm leadership text than if they had read the female-norm leadership text
(Ms = 4.32, 3.73, respectively, SDs = 1.48, 1.28, respectively), t(98) = 2.17, p < .04, d = .43.
In accord with (H1e), this effect did not extent to participants who had read the leisure time
text. Instead, linguistic framing had an unexpected effect in the opposite direction; participants perceived greater status and power differences favoring men when women were the
implicit norm in leisure time than when men were the norm (Ms = 4.64, 4.02, respectively,
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SDs = 1.13, 1.50, respectively), t(110) = 2.39, p < .02, d = .44. There were no other significant effects on perceived status differences, all Fs < 2.80, ps  .10.18
2.5.6.2 Gender Stereotypes
To test hypotheses (H1a) and (H1b), that is, whether linguistic normativity affected the endorsement of gender stereotypes with regard to agency and communion, I conducted a 2
(context: leadership, leisure) by 2 (linguistic norm: male, female) by 2 (participant gender:
female, male) by 2 (order of ratings: women first, men first) by 2 (rated gender: women, men)
by 2 (trait content: agency, communion) ANOVA. The last two factors were within-subjects
variables.
This ANOVA revealed several significant effects. There were main effects of rated gender, F(1, 199) = 82.63, p < .001, and trait content, F(1, 199) = 35.02, p < .001, such that
overall, participants attributed greater amounts of the listed traits to women than to men
(Ms = 4.76, 4.33, respectively, SDs = .63, .49, respectively) and greater amounts of the
agency traits than of the communion traits (Ms = 4.65, 4.44, respectively, SDs = .56, .51,
respectively). Moreover, rated gender and trait content interacted, F(1, 199) = 286.25,
p < .001. Consistent with gender stereotypes (e.g., Eagly & Steffen, 1984; Williams & Best,
1990), participants perceived men as more agentic than women (Ms = 4.98, 4.32, respectively, SDs = .78, .73, respectively) and women as more communal than men (Ms = 5.19, 3.68,
respectively, SD = .86, .66, respectively), ts(214) > 9.60, ps < .001, ds > .87.
The ANOVA also revealed several additional significant interactions, that were qualified
by a significant five-way interaction of all factors except order of ratings, F(1, 199) = 4.85,
p < .03. To disentangle this interaction, I conducted two separate ANOVAs for the leadership
and leisure conditions that are reported below.
Leadership Condition
In the leadership condition, the interaction of linguistic norm, rated gender, and trait content just missed the conventional level of significance, F(1, 94) = 3.78, p = .055. As predicted
in (H1a) and (H1b), participants endorsed gender stereotypes more – that is, the interaction
between rated gender group and trait content was stronger – when gender differences were
framed in a way that linguistically presented men, rather than women, as the norm,
F(1, 47) = 160.14, p < .001, Șp² = .77 (see Figure 10, left panel), than when they were framed
around a female linguistic norm, F(1, 47) = 72.82, p < .001, Șp² = .61 (see Figure 10, right
panel).
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Other than in Studies 1 to 3 the four items measuring perceived gender differences in societal status and
power could not be divided into items measuring primarily status and items primarily measuring power. Accordingly, it was not possible to explore the effects on perceived status differences and perceived power differences separately.
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Interestingly, linguistic normativity mostly affected the attribution of stereotype-consistent
traits. In accord with (H1a), men were rated as more agentic when men rather than women
were the linguistic norm (Ms = 5.30 and 4.88, SDs = .66 and .79), t(100) = 2.92, p < .01,
d = .58; in accord with (H1b), women were rated as somewhat more communal in this condition (M = 5.32, SD = .75), than in the women norm condition (M = 5.04, SD = .82),
t(100) = 1.77, p = .08, d = .36. However, linguistic normativity did not affect the attribution of
the stereotype-inconsistent traits of agency to women or communion to men, ts < 1. The direction of comparison apparently communicated implicit information about men’s agency and
women’s communion, but not about counter-stereotypic attributes. This is in accord with the
assumption that a conventional framing of gender differences in a normatively male domain
such as leadership subtly reinforces gender stereotypes about men's agency and women's
communion, while an unconventional framing disrupts this subtle reinforcement of gender
stereotypes. Such a process should affect the perception of stereotypic attributes, but not

Attribution of Stereotypic Traits (Scale 1 – 7)

necessarily of counter-stereotypic attributes.
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Figure 10: Endorsement of gender stereotypes in the leadership context of Study 4
depending on linguistic norm condition
Moreover, linguistic framing affected perceptions of agency more than perceptions of
communion. This is not only in accord with Study 3, but also nicely fits with the finding that
stereotypes about gender and leadership are more saturated with agentic than with communal content (cf. Ryan, Haslam, Hersby, & Bongiorno, 2010; Schein, 1973) which would lead
to the prediction that the framing of gender differences in leadership should implicitly communicate more information about women's and men's agency than about their communion.
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Leisure Condition
In the leisure context, a significant four-way interaction of linguistic norm, participant
gender, rated gender group, and trait content emerged, F(1, 105) = 4.55, p < .04. Among
male participants, the pattern of results resembled the one observed in the leadership condition. Men endorsed gender stereotypes more, that is, the trait content by rated gender group
interaction was stronger, when men were the linguistic norm, F(1, 21) = 27.52, p < .001,
Șp² = .57, than when women were the norm, F(1, 18) = 5.69, p < .03, Șp² = .24. However, female participants endorsed gender stereotypes more when women were the linguistic norm,
F(1, 29) = 63.95, p < .001, Șp² = .69, than when men were the norm, F(1, 37) = 35.50,
p < .001, Șp² = .49. In other words, participants in the leisure condition endorsed gender stereotypes the most when their own gender group was the linguistic norm that the other group
was compared to. Indeed, when I recoded the linguistic norm condition into whether participants’ own gender group or the other gender group had been the linguistic norm, the threeway interaction of rated gender group (women in general, men in general), trait content
(agency, communion), and linguistic norm condition (ingroup norm, outgroup norm) was significant, F(1, 109) = 4.01, p < .05, and was not moderated by participant gender, F < 1. Fig-
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ure 11 illustrates this interaction.
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Figure 11: Endorsement of gender stereotypes in the leisure context of Study 4 depending on linguistic norm condition

Although this pattern of results should not be over-interpreted since none of the individual comparisons between linguistic norm conditions reached statistical significance, ts < 1.67,
ps > .09, ds < .31, it nicely parallels the findings in the leadership condition. As the pretest
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had revealed, participants' category norms for the leisure context tended to be structured
around their own gender as the norm, that is, women tended to imagine the typical person in
leisure time as female, men tended to imagine the typical person in leisure time as male (cf.
Table 2). Thus, both women and men in the leisure time conditions of Study 4 tended to endorse gender stereotypes more when the framing of gender differences fit with their own category norms and the framing that they would most likely use spontaneously: a comparison of
the respective other gender group to their own gender group rather than vice versa.
A comparison of these effects on stereotype endorsement to the effects on perceived
status differences suggests that they may not necessarily be driven by inferences regarding
status and power as in Studies 1 to 3. Instead, it may be more important that the conventional framing sounds intuitively right to participants (Roese et al., 1998) and thereby subtly reinforces gender stereotypes, while unconventionally framed comparisons may sound surprising and stimulate more cognitive activity (Holbrook et al., 2000) leading to a more critical
evaluation and lower endorsement of gender stereotypes. An inspection of mediational models similar to the ones in Studies 1 to 3 may provide additional insight into the question which
mechanisms were driving the effects of linguistic normativity on the endorsement of gender
stereotypes observed in Study 4.
Mediational Analyses
Inspection of individual level correlations in the leadership context revealed that the perception of relative status differences between women and men (i.e., the potential mediator)
was uncorrelated with the attribution of agentic and communal traits to women and men (i.e.,
the dependent variables), all |rs| < .13, p > .18.19 Thus, an important precondition for mediation was not met (Baron & Kenny, 1986), indicating that the effects of the linguistic norm manipulation on the endorsement of gender stereotypes with regard to agency and communion
could not be mediated by perceived status and power differences. This again suggests that
for social groups such as women and men that are known to differ in status and for which
prevalent stereotypes with regard to agency and communion exist, a somewhat different process may cause the effects of linguistic normativity on the perception of the groups than for
groups of a priori equal or very similar status.
In sum, participants who had read about gender differences in leadership endorsed gender stereotypes more when these differences were framed in terms of how women differ from
men thereby adhering to implicit linguistic conventions, than when the same differences were
unconventionally framed in terms of how men differ from women. Among participants who
had read about gender differences in leisure time, the direction of comparison had less influence on the endorsement of gender stereotypes, but participants in these conditions also
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Although less relevant for the question at hand, the same was true in the leisure time context, all |rs| < .15,
p > .12.
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tended to endorse gender stereotypes more when comparisons were framed in a way that fit
with their implicit category norms and consequently their expectations for how comparisons
should be framed.
2.5.6.3 Self-Perception
To test the exploratory question whether linguistic normativity can affect participants’ selfperception with regard to agency and communion, I again recoded linguistic norm condition
(and order of ratings) into whether the in-group or the out-group had been the norm (rated
first) and conducted a 2 (context: leadership, leisure) by 2 (linguistic norm: ingroup, outgroup)
by 2 (participant gender: female, male) by 2 (order of ratings: ingroup first, outgroup first) by
2 (trait content: agency, communion) ANOVA with repeated measures on the last factor.
Replicating previous findings (e.g., Abele, 2003), participants overall described themselves as more communal (M = 5.10, SD = .89) than agentic (M = 4.64, SD = .98),
F(1, 199) = 17.55, p < .001, d = .49, and female participants rated the traits as more descriptive of themselves (M = 5.00, SD = .62) than did male participants (M = 4.69, SD = .71),
F(1, 199) = 10.29, p < .01, d = .47. Both main effects were qualified by a participant gender
by trait content interaction, F(1, 199) = 9.90, p < .01, such that women rated themselves as
more communal than men (Ms = 4.75 and 5.35, SDs = .80 and .88, respectively),
t(213) = 5.22, p < .001, d = .71, while there was no difference for self-ascribed agency
(Ms = 4.65 and 4.64, SDs = . 98 and .97, respectively), t < 1.
More relevant to the present research question, there was also a significant linguistic
norm by trait content interaction, F(1, 199) = 6.13, p < .02, (see Figure 12).
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Figure 12: Self-perception with regard to agentic and communal traits in Study 4
depending on linguistic norm condition
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Participants described themselves as somewhat more agentic when their own gender
group had been the linguistic norm than when the other gender group had been the linguistic
norm (Ms = 4.75 and 4.56, SDs = .89 and 1.03, respectively), F(1, 199) = 2.98, p < .09,
d = .20; however, they tended to rate themselves as more communal, when the other gender
group had been the linguistic norm than when their own group had been the norm (Ms = 5.19
and 4.98, SDs = .87 and .90, respectively), F(1, 199) = 2.75, p < .10, d = .24.
A marginally significant interaction of trait content, implicit norm, and order of ratings,
F(1, 199) = 3.02, p < .09, indicated that the two-way interaction of trait content and implicit
norm was highly significant when participants had rated their own gender group first,
F(1, 88) = 7.33, p < .01, but disappeared when participants rated the other gender group first,
F < 1.20 Interestingly, the interaction between implicit norm and trait content was only significant in the leadership context, F(1, 94) = 3.83, p = .05, but not in the leisure time context,
F(1, 105) = 2.59, p > .11, although neither the associated three-way interaction nor the fourway interaction including order of ratings were significant, Fs < 1.
2.5.6.4 Perceived Legitimacy of Status Inequalities
To test hypothesis (H1d) and (H1f), I examined whether the linguistic norm manipulation had
affected perceptions of the legitimacy of status and power differences between women and
men by means of a 2 (context: leadership, leisure) by 2 (linguistic norm: women, men) by 2
(participant gender: female, male) ANOVA. Overall, participants perceived status and power
inequalities based on gender as relatively illegitimate (M = 2.06, SD = 1.16, on a 1 to 7
scale), and male participants perceived those differences as much more legitimate than female participants did (Ms = 2.70, 1.60, respectively, SD = 1.34, .73 respectively),
F(1, 208) = 63.54, p < .001, d = 1.02.
Remember that I had expected no effects of comparative framing on the perceived legitimacy of status differences in the leisure context (H1f), but predicted that participants who
had read the conventional male norm version of the leadership text should perceive status
inequalities between women and men as more legitimate than participants who had read the
unconventional female norm version of the same text (H1d). The respective two-way interaction of context and linguistic norm was marginally significant, F(1, 208) = 3.13, p < .08.
As predicted, participants in the leadership condition perceived status and power inequalities as significantly more legitimate, F(1, 99) = 4.02, p < .05, when women were compared to men rather than vice versa (male participants: Ms = 3.20, 2.60, respectively,
SDs = 1.52, 1.28, d = .43; female participants: Ms = 1.73, 1.49 respectively, SDs = .74
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Order of ratings also had some theoretically less interesting marginal between-subjects interaction effects,
Fs < 3.52, ps > .06, that I will not discuss here, because they did not include the within-subjects factor trait
content.
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and .53, d = .37).21 In accord with (H1f), how participants in the leisure condition perceived
the legitimacy of gender inequalities was not affected by the framing manipulation, F < 1. The
ANOVA revealed no other significant effects, all Fs < 2.74, ps  .10.
Hypothesis (H1d) and (H1f) had been based on the assumption that implicit linguistic
conventions should prescribe a comparison of women to men in the leadership domain, but
not in the domain of leisure. Adherence to versus violation of these conventions was predicted to affect the ease of processing the comparisons (Holbrook et al., 2000; Roese et al.,
1998) and, consequently, whether these comparisons sound intuitively right (Reber &
Schwarz, 1999; Roese et al., 1998). Although I did not measure participants' cognitive activity or their subtle feelings while reading the text, their general evaluation of the text can serve
as a proxy for these experiences.
2.5.6.5 Evaluation of the Text
A 2 (context: leadership, leisure) by 2 (linguistic norm: male, female) by 2 (participant gender:
female, male) ANOVA tested the effects on evaluations of the text. This revealed a significant interaction of context and linguistic norm, F(1, 208) = 4.96, p < .03. In accord with predictions, participants evaluated the leadership text somewhat more positively when men
were the norm than when women were the norm (Ms = 5.04, 4.73, respectively,
SDs = .72, .98, respectively), t(94) = 1.88, p < .07, d = .36, while no such differences
emerged for the leisure time text (Ms = 4.78, 4.99, respectively, SDs = .99, .84, respectively),
t(111) = 1.20, p > .23, d = .23.22 Moreover, participants’ evaluations of the leadership text
varied more when women were the implicit norm than when men were the implicit norm (see
SDs), F(1, 101) = 7.09, p < .01. This fits nicely with the assumption that an unconventional
framing of differences in this condition disrupted the usual flow of processing which might
have on the one hand caused participants to like the text less, but on the other hand may
have inspired them to examine the presented comparisons and the implied status differences
more critically.
2.5.7 Discussion Study 4
Study 4 replicated and extended the findings of Studies 1, 2, and 3. In accord with hypotheses (H1e) and (H1f), the effects of linguistic normativity predicted by the CURSICO-Model
varied across contexts. In the domain of leadership, the results were in line with Main Hypothesis (H1) as well as with predictions (H1a), (H1b), and (H1d): Compared to a conventional framing of gender differences with men as the implicit norm, an unconventional female-
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Values for male and female participants are reported separately because of the strong main effect of participant gender and a somewhat unequal distribution of men and women across conditions.
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In addition, female participants evaluated the texts more positively (M = 5.04, SD = .89) than male participants
(M = 4.65, SD = .86), F(1, 208) = 8.38, p < .01, d = .45. However, participant gender did not interact with linguistic norm or context, Fs > 1.07, ps > .30.
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norm framing reduced beliefs about men’s higher status and power in society (H1), it minimized the acceptance of these inequalities as legitimate (H1d), and it also reduced the endorsement of gender-stereotypes of men as agentic (H1a) and women as communal (H1b).
Furthermore, when differences were unconventionally framed in terms of how men differ
from women, the text was evaluated less favorably (e.g., as less credible and harder to understand), suggesting a subtle disruption of the usual flow of communication.
Other than predicted in (H1c), a mediating influence of perceived status differences was
not necessary for the comparative framing of gender differences to affect the endorsement of
culturally shared stereotypes about men’s agency and women’s communion (Eagly & Steffen, 1984; Williams & Best, 1990). Although participants still showed evidence of substantial
gender stereotyping when gender differences in leadership were unconventionally framed in
terms of how male managers differ from female managers, the endorsement of gender stereotypes was significantly reduced in this condition, and this effect was independent of perceived status differences between women and men. Supposedly, a conventional framing that
implicitly presented men as the norm in leadership also subtly communicated that men possess more of the agentic traits commonly ascribed to the typical manager (cf. Bruckmüller &
Branscombe, 2010; Schein, 1973). In contrast, an unconventional framing that compared
men to women might have disrupted this subtle reinforcement of stereotypic assumptions by
arousing cognitive attention (Holbrook et al., 2000) that should make a critical evaluation of
these stereotypes more likely.
Very different effects were observed in the leisure context. The pretest revealed that
category norms for the leisure domain do not over-represent either gender group. Accordingly, the texts in the main study were liked equally well whether framed around a male or a female norm and framing did not affect the perceived legitimacy of status inequalities. However, participants saw greater gender differences in status if women rather than men were the
linguistic norm. Although somewhat post-hoc, one might speculate that this unexpected effect of linguistic framing in the leisure condition may be due to a mere salience effect. In
comparative statements, the subject of comparison is more salient and captures more attention than the referent (or norm, Tversky, 1977; Wänke & Reutner, 2011). The leisure time
texts differed both from the leadership texts and the texts used in Studies 1 to 3 in that the
groups were not described as engaging in the fulfillment of a social role or in activities necessary to make a living. Instead, it focused on individual leisure time preferences and choices. Choosing one’s activities according to individual preferences is a luxury enjoyed only by
highly powerful people (Galinsky, Magee, Gruenfeld, Whitson, & Liljenquist, 2008). Thus,
focusing the description of differences on one gender group presumably made this group’s
leisure time choices particularly salient and this may have led to perceptions of this group as
more powerful.
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Most importantly, it is exactly opposite of the effects observed in Studies 1, 2, and 3 and
in the leadership context. This strongly suggests that in a domain like gender where status
inequalities are known to exist, people do not simply rely on a general heuristic association of
linguistic normativity and status, but that a more flexible, context-dependent process is at
work.

2.6 Integration and Preliminary Conclusions of Studies 1- 4
Summarizing the results obtained this far, four experimental studies showed that implicit
normativity in intergroup contexts, linguistically manipulated via the framing of comparisons,
can affect perceptions of social groups in ways that can contribute to the cultural reproduction of status inequalities as predicted by the CURSICO-Model. As predicted in Main Hypothesis (H1), for the comparison of groups of similar or unknown status in Studies 1 to 3 as
well as for the comparison of women and men in the normatively male, high-status context of
leadership in Study 4, groups were perceived as more powerful and higher in status – and in
Study 4 their higher status was seen as more legitimate – when they were linguistically positioned as the norm rather than the effect to be explained. In addition, participants saw the
norm group as more agentic and the comparison group as more communal, thereby ascribing precisely those attributes to the groups that are often used to legitimize group-based status inequalities (Eagly, 1987; Ridgeway, 2001; Pratto & Pitpitan, 2008). Although these findings appear identical on the surface, a closer examination, for example of correlations between perceived status and trait attributions, and especially a comparison with the leisure
condition in Study 4, suggest that somewhat different processes gave rise to these parallel
effects.
In general, we are more likely to compare lower-status groups to higher status groups,
because higher-status groups represent cultural default values (cf. paragraph 1.1.2). This
habit of framing intergroup comparisons may be related to the broader linguistic tendency to
compare less prominent objects to more prominent objects (Tversky, 1977) and may lead to
the implicit expectation that a group linguistically positioned as the norm in a comparison is
higher in status and power than a group positioned as the effect to be explained (cf. Gleitman
et al., 1996). People may intuitively draw upon this implicit knowledge whenever they have
no or only very little other information on status and power relations between two groups as
in Studies 1, 2, and 3.
However, such a purely linguistic process cannot explain the findings on the importance
of comparative context in Study 4. For important social categories such as gender groups the
direction of comparison in and of itself may not matter as much as whether the framing of
differences matches with culturally shared category norms for the respective context. The
CURSICO-Model asserts that status-related cultural default values and the comparative
framing of differences mutually constitute and continuously reinforce each other. A framing of
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intergroup differences that fits with culturally shared category norms (which are closely intertwined with status) should subtly reinforce the respective category norms and the higher status of normative groups, while a framing that does not fit with shared category norms should
disrupt this subtle communication of status and normativity. However, such a dynamic mutually-constitutive process can only work in contexts in which shared category norms, and consequently linguistic conventions for how to frame differences exist. In line with this reasoning,
the direction of comparison in Study 4 systematically influenced perceptions of gendered
power and gender stereotypes in the normatively male context of leadership, while the effects in the context of leisure time were much less systematic.
A very important conclusion from Study 4 is that the processes of cultural reproduction
described in the CURSICO-Model are highly flexible and open to change. Simply framing a
few statements about gender differences unconventionally in terms of how men differ from
women was sufficient to subtly disturb the cultural reproduction of beliefs about status differences that resonate with a conventional framing; it instead inspired participants to examine
these status differences more critically and to question their legitimacy. This underlines the
dynamic nature of cultural reproduction (cf. Kitayama et al., 1997). Although status differences within a society may seem stable over long periods of time, they are not set in stone;
rather, they depend on the active (albeit inadvertent and unconscious) reinforcement and
recreation by both higher- and lower-status group members (cf. Simon & Oakes, 2006). The
observation that the direction of comparison also influenced participants' momentary selfexperience with regard to agentic and communal traits fits well with this notion that both
higher- and lower-status group members are important agents in this circle of cultural reproduction. The CURSICO-Model illustrates these dynamic processes and can incorporate both
(apparent) stability and change over time.
Taken together, the findings of Studies 1 to 4 represent an important first step towards
understanding this dynamic and mutually constitutive interplay of social power and linguistic
normativity. Studies 5 and 6 will move away from the perception of social groups and their
"typical" members, and will instead focus on how linguistic normativity affects group members' self-experience to yield a broader and more comprehensive view of the psychological
implications of linguistic normativity. Specifically, these last two studies will test predictions
derived from the CURSICO-Model for how the framing of intergroup comparisons affects
group members' collective self-esteem.
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3. Influences of Comparative Framing on Collective Self-Esteem
The final two studies (Studies 5 and 6) address social-emotional implications of being the
implicit norm versus the effect to be explained. They will test hypotheses (H2a) and (H2b)
that state that members of stigmatized lower-status groups will feel less positively about their
group membership when their group is the effect to be explained than when it is the implicit
norm (outgroupĺingroup focus), while members of a higher-status group should feel more
positively about their group membership when the focus is on their ingroup (i.e., under ingroupĺoutgroup focus).

3.1 Studies 5 and 6: Overview and Predictions
To test these hypotheses, I chose a category membership that has important social implications, but to date has only received very little research attention: singles versus people in a
relationship (DePaulo & Morris, 2006). Adults who are single often face negative stereotypes
and discrimination (DePaulo & Morris, 2005). For example, singles are often perceived as
self-centered, immature, insecure, unhappy, and ugly, while married people are more likely
described as mature, stable, honest, kind, and caring (Morris, DePaulo, Hertel, & Taylor,
2008); singles are discriminated against, for example by rental agents (Morris, Sinclair, &
DePaulo, 2007) or in restaurants (Byrne & Carr, 2005), and they report experiencing condescending attitudes more often in everyday life than coupled people (Byrne & Carr, 2005).
However, prejudice and discrimination against singles are often not recognized, and when
they are pointed out, they are often accepted as legitimate (DePaulo & Morris, 2006).
An important differentiation among single people and among people in a relationship is
between those who are legally single/ coupled and those who are socially single/ coupled.
People are legally coupled if they are married or in a registered relationship and legally single
if they are not; people are socially coupled if they are currently in a romantic relationship regarded as serious by themselves and others, and socially single if they are not (DePaulo &
Morris, 2006). Being socially single or coupled seems to be the categorization that is most
relevant for the stereotyping and discrimination of singles (DePaulo & Morris, 2006). Studies
5 and 6 did not provide participants with a definition of ‘single’ or ‘in a relationship’, but allowed them to use their own definitions. An exploratory inspection of participants' open responses in Study 5 revealed that only few participants made a distinction between different
kinds of singles (e.g., people who have always been single versus divorced people) or couples (e.g., depending on whether a couple has children or not) and overall, participants' open
responses suggested that most participants spontaneously thought of people who are socially coupled versus socially single.
To capture how participants felt about their category membership as singles or as people
in a relationship, I used the Collective Self Esteem Scale (CSES, Luhtanen & Crocker, 1992),
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which measures the positivity of a person’s social, or collective, identity. The CSES subscale
most relevant for the present research questions is private collective self-esteem (private
CSE), which refers to an individual’s personal evaluation of the group(s) that he or she belongs to. The CSES also measures how central social groups are for a person’s self-concept
with the subscale identity, and public collective self-esteem (public CSE), that is, one’s judgment of how others evaluate one’s group. Although private CSE served as the main dependent variable in Studies 5 and 6, I also explored how the comparative framing of differences
might affect identity and public CSE.23
In short, Studies 5 and 6 investigated whether the direction of comparison (singlesĺrelationship or relationshipĺsingles) affected the private collective self-esteem of singles and coupled people. In Study 5, participants were asked to illustrate differences between the groups in their own words; Study 6 manipulated implicit normativity via the direction of comparison in a text as in Studies 1 to 4.
In both studies, I expected that single participants would feel better about being single
when their ingroup was the implicit norm, that is, when they compared (Study 5) or read a
comparison of (Study 6) people in a relationship to singles (H2a) rather than vice versa. I
further predicted that participants in a relationship would feel better about being in a relationship when the comparative focus was on their ingroup (H2b). Since being in a relationship is
highly valued in society and because of the stigmatization and discrimination that singles
face in everyday life (DePaulo & Morris, 2005, 2006), I further expected that participants in a
relationship would report generally higher private CSE than single participants.

3.2 Study 5
3.2.1 Method Study 5
Study 5 resembled the empirical approach of two studies by Pahl and Eiser (2006). Participants (singles and coupled people) first indicated how much they thought singles differ from
people in a relationship or how much they thought people in a relationship differ from singles.
They were then asked to explain their rating in their own words. Subsequently, I assessed
participants’ collective self-esteem.
3.2.1.1 Participants and Design
An experimenter recruited 67 women and 52 men (mean age = 26.71 years, SD = 10.88) in
public places of Erlangen and Nuremberg to participate in a study investigating "the perception of singles and people in a relationship". Forty-nine participants described themselves as
23

The original CSES also measures individuals’ judgment of how worthy they are as a member of their group.
However, this membership subscale did not appear applicable to the context of singles and coupled people
and was not relevant for the present research questions.
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single, 70 indicated that they were in a relationship.24 Participants were randomly asked to
either think about how singles differ from people in a relationship or about how people in a
relationship differ from singles. The study thus had a 2 (comparative framing: singlesĺrelationship [SĺR], relationshipĺsingles [RĺS]) by 2 (participants’ relationship status: single, in a relationship) design.
3.2.1.2 Materials and Procedure
Depending on condition, participants first answered an item that read “In general, how much
do you think singles differ from people in a relationship?” (SĺR) or “In general, how much do
you think people in a relationship differ from singles?” (RĺS). Participants responded on a
scale from 1 = not at all to 7 = very much. Next, an open-ended item asked them to explain
their rating in their own words (“What did you base your response on? Please write down as
many examples as you can think of and please respond in complete sentences” cf. Pahl &
Eiser, 2006). On the next page participants indicated their relationship status as either single
or in a relationship.
This was followed by 10 items taken from the CSES (Luhtanen & Crocker, 1992, German translation by Wagner & Zick, 1993), rephrased for the context of singles versus people
in a relationship as social groups (all items see Appendix D). As the main dependent variable
the four items of the private CSE subscale (e.g., “In general I am happy that I am single/ in a
relationship”, Cronbach's Į = .75) measured how comfortable participants felt with their group
membership. Although less relevant for the present hypotheses, the questionnaire also included the four items of the identity subscale (e.g., “My relationship status is not important for
the way I see myself” [reverse coded]), although only three of them were later combined into
one identity index, since this led to an increase in Cronbach's Į from .48 to .56; participants
also answered two items of the public CSE subscale that seemed applicable to the context of
relationship status as a social group (“In general, others think that being single/ in a relationship is not worthwhile” [reverse coded]; “overall, others consider being single/ in a relationship as something positive”; r = .21, p < .03). For all items, participants were asked to respond with regard to their current own relationship status and to indicate their agreement
with the items on a 1 (do not agree at all) to 7 (completely agree) scale.
Finally, participants indicated their age, gender, and field of occupation before they were
thanked, debriefed, and offered candy as a reward for their participation. Interested participants later received a summary of the main results.

24

Four additional participants were excluded from the sample a priori because they had not indicated their relationship status or had indicated that they were both single and in a relationship.
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3.2.2 Results Study 5
3.2.2.1 Preliminary Analyses
Preliminary analyses revealed that participant gender had no effects of theoretical relevance.25 This factor was thus omitted in the analyses that follow. Three participants had private CSE-scores that were more than 2 SDs above or below the mean in the respective condition. These participants were excluded from the analyses.26
Single participants tended to report lower private CSE the older they were, r = -.28,
p < .06. Therefore, I included age as a covariate in the analyses of private CSE reported below.27 Single participants’ age was unrelated to public CSE or identity, all |rs| < .13, ps > .40,
and for coupled participants no significant correlations between age and CSE emerged, all
|rs| < .12, ps > .36.
3.2.2.2 Perceived Magnitude of Differences
A 2 (participants’ relationship status: single, in a relationship) by 2 (comparison focus: SĺR,
RĺS) ANOVA revealed no significant effects on the estimated magnitude of differences between singles and people in a relationship, all Fs < 1. Other than in studies on self-other
comparisons on the individual level (e.g., Mussweiler, 2001; Pahl & Eiser, 2006; Pahl et al.,
2009), comparative focus had no systematic influences on the perceived similarity (or difference) between one’s own group and an outgroup. If anything, the means revealed a slight
tendency in the opposite direction, that is, participants perceived somewhat greater differences under outgroupĺingroup focus (M = 4.67, SD = 1.42) than under ingroupĺoutgroup
focus (M = 4.33, SD = 1.63), t(113) = 1.19, p < .24. This may be a first indication that the
findings obtained for self-other comparisons on the individual level cannot simply be transferred to an intergroup context and that somewhat different processes might structure comparisons in intergroup settings.

25

There were two significant effects involving participant gender irrelevant for the present hypotheses: First,
there was a relationship status by participant gender interaction for participants’ open responses,
F(1, 94) = 4.17, p < .03. Women who were in a relationship overall generated somewhat more examples than
women who were single (Ms = 3.92 and 3.00, respectively, SDs = 1.96 and 1.88), t(59) = 1.80, p < .08,
d = .48, while a non-significant tendency in the opposite direction emerged among male participants
(Ms = 2.46 and 2.94, respectively, SDs = 1.91 and 2.11), t < 1, d = -.24. However, there were no statistically
meaningful effects involving the within-participants factor target group (whether the generated examples focused on singles vs. people in a relationship), all Fs < 1. Second, regardless of their relationship status, all
Fs < 1, female participants overall reported higher private CSE than male participants did (Ms = 5.78 and 5.46,
respectively, SDs = 1.03 and 1.08), F(1, 111) = 4.18, p < .05, d = .30, and higher public CSE on item 1 than
male participants (Ms = 5.03 and 4.25, respectively, SDs = 1.28 and 1.36), F(1, 107) = 7.54, p < .01, d = .59.

26

Inclusion of these participants does not change the statistical significance or interpretation of the main results:
The predicted interaction of comparison focus and participants’ relationship status on private CSE is still significant, F(1, 112) = 5.69, p < .02.

27

Inclusion versus exclusion of this covariate does not influence the statistical significance of the results or their
interpretation. Specifically, the predicted relationship status by comparative framing interaction is also significant when participant age is not considered in the analyses, F(1, 112) = 5.40, p < .03.
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3.2.2.3 Open Responses
Fourteen participants did not complete the open-ended item and three only wrote one or two
words. The responses of the remaining 99 participants were transcribed verbatim and coded
by two independent judges blind to experimental condition and participants’ relationship status. Judges coded for the total number of examples focusing on singles (e.g., “As a single,
you are responsible for yourself and your own life to a greater extent”) and the total number
of examples focusing on people in a relationship (e.g., “Couples mostly go out with other
couples”; cf. Miller et al., 1991). The responses of thirty participants were coded by both
judges. Interrater agreement was 91% for these participants. Disagreements were resolved
by a third judge.28
To test whether the instructions had been successful in causing participants to focus on
one group rather than the other, I conducted a 2 (participants’ relationship status: single, in a
relationship) by 2 (comparison focus: SĺR, RĺS) by 2 (target group: examples focused on
singles, focused on people in a relationship) mixed measures ANOVA. The last factor varied
within subjects. The ANOVA revealed a significant interaction of participants’ relationship
status and target group, F(1, 95) = 8.42, p < .01. While singles wrote more about singles than
about people in a relationship (Ms = 1.95 and 1.00, respectively, SDs = 2.06 and 1.10),
t(38) = 2.23, p < .04, d = .58, participants in a relationship tended to write more about people
in a relationship than about singles (Ms = 1.93 and 1.47, respectively, SDs = 1.78 and 1.57),
t(59) = 1.38, p < .18, d = .27.
Most importantly, the expected interaction of comparison focus and target group just
missed the conventional level of significance, F(1, 95) = 3.86, p = .052. While participants
tended to generate more examples focusing on singles in the SĺR than in the RĺS condition (Ms = 1.92 and 1.39, respectively, SDs = 1.94 and 1.59), t(97) = 1.49, p < .14, d = .30,
they generated a similar number of examples focusing on people in a relationship in the
RĺS than in the SĺR condition (Ms = 1.63 and 1.50, respectively, SDs = 1.65 and 1.58),
t < 1.
Both these two-way interactions were qualified by a marginally significant three-way interaction of comparison focus, target group, and participants’ relationship status,
F(1, 95) = 3.67, p < .06. The manipulation had the intended effect on participants who described themselves as single, F(1, 37) = 6.72, p < .02. They listed more than twice as many
examples focusing on singles in the SĺR than in the RĺS condition (Ms = 2.82 and 1.27,
respectively, SDs = 2.27 and 1.64), t(37) = 2.48, p < .02, d = .78, and listed somewhat more
examples focusing on people in a relationship in the RĺS than in the SĺR condition
(Ms = 1.23 and 0.71, respectively, SDs = 1.23 and 0.85), t(37) = 1.49, p < .15, d = .49. How28

Judges also coded the number of positive and negative examples to explore whether participants mostly
thought about positive or negative aspects of their own and the respective other relationship status. Exploratory analyses revealed no effects of theoretical relevance.
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ever, the experimental manipulation had no effect on the extent to which participants in a
relationship focused their responses on singles versus people in a relationship, all Fs < 1.
Thus, participants' open responses suggested that the manipulation of comparative framing
had the intended effect on singles but not on participants in a relationship.
3.2.2.4 Collective Self-Esteem
To test how the comparative framing affected participants’ collective self-esteem, I recoded
the comparison focus manipulation into whether the focus was on participants’ ingroup or on
the respective outgroup and tested the influence of group membership and comparison focus
on the different subscales of the CSES by means of a 2 (participants' relationship status:
single, in a relationship) by 2 (comparative framing: ingroupĺoutgroup, outgroupĺingroup)
ANOVA. For private CSE I additionally included participants’ age as a covariate. Most relevant for hypotheses (2a) and (2b) was private CSE as a measure of how comfortable participants felt with their own group membership.
Private Collective Self-Esteem
The ANCOVA for private CSE (with participant age as a covariate) revealed several significant

effects.

First,

there

was

a

strong

main

effect

of

relationship

status,

F(1, 111) = 119.74, p < .001; participants who were in a relationship indicated much higher
private CSE (M = 6.28, SD = .55) than participants who were single (M = 4.86, SD = .88),
d = 1.94. In addition, participants felt more comfortable with their relationship status when the
focus of comparison was on the outgroup (M = 5.81, SD = .90) rather than the ingroup
(M = 5.56, SD = 1.09), F(1, 111) = 5.93, p < .02. Most importantly, a significant interaction of
comparative focus and relationship status emerged, F(1, 111) = 4.91, p < .03. Figure 13 illustrates this interaction.
In accord with hypothesis (H2a), participants who were single indicated that they felt
better about being single when the focus was on people in a relationship (and singles thus
were the implicit norm) than when the focus was on singles as the effect to be explained
(Ms = 5.16 and 4.54, respectively, both SDs = .83), F(1, 45) = 6.60, p < .02, d = .75. However, even when singles were the implicit norm, participants in a relationship still reported much
higher private CSE (M = 6.28, SD = .55) than singles did, F(1, 55) = 38.70, p < .001,
d = 1.59. Other than predicted in hypothesis (H2b), participants who were in a relationship
felt equally positive about their membership in this social category regardless of the comparative framing of the instructions (both Ms = 6.28).
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Figure 13: Private collective self-esteem in Study 5 by participants’ relationship status and comparison focus condition
Identity
Overall, participants did not identify very strongly with their relationship status, as indicated by an overall mean of M = 3.43 (SD = 1.32), significantly lower than the midpoint of the
1 to 7 scale, t(115) = -4.61, p < .001, d = -.43. Participants’ relationship status and who had
been the implicit norm in the text did not systematically affect the extent to which participants
identified with being single or in a relationship, Fs < 1.71, ps > .19.
Public Collective Self-Esteem
Since the two items measuring public CSE were only moderately correlated (see above),
I tested the effects of relationship status and comparison focus on these two items separately. For both items, the main effect of relationship status was significant (item 1: Overall, others consider being single/ in a relationship as something positive, F(1, 108) = 46.61,
p < .001; item 2: In general, others think that being single/ in a relationship is not worthwhile
[reverse coded], F(1, 109) = 8.54, p < .01). Reflecting common cultural perceptions (DePaulo
& Morris, 2006), people in a relationship perceived the public regard of their group as higher
(item 1: M = 5.31, SD = 1.16, item 2: M = 5.95, SD = 1.29) than singles did (item 1: M = 3.80,
SD = 1.12, item 2: M = 5.19, SD = 1.41), ds = 1.32 and .56, respectively.
There were no other significant effects for item 1, all Fs < 1. For item 2, a significant interaction of relationship status and comparison focus emerged, F(1, 109) = 4.92, p < .03.
Participants in a relationship perceived higher public regard for their ingroup when their ingroup had been the implicit norm than when singles had been the norm (Ms = 6.26 and 5.61,
respectively, SDs = 0.95 and 1.54), t(49) = 2.01, p = .05, d = .51, while no such difference
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emerged for participants who were single, t(45) = 1.16, p > .25. The main effect of comparison focus was not significant, F(1, 105) < 2.26, p > .13.

3.2.3 Discussion Study 5
To summarize, Study 5 confirmed hypothesis (H2a), but found no support for hypothesis
(H2b). A focus on their ingroup caused single participants to feel more negatively about their
relationship status than a focus on people in a relationship. This fits with what the CURSICOModel would predict: that comparing singles with people in a relationship should cause single
participants to feel stigmatized as non-normative and deviant from the implicit cultural standard of people in a relationship.
Unlike predicted in hypothesis (H2b), coupled participants’ private collective self-esteem
was not affected by the direction of comparison. They felt very positive about their relationship status regardless of who they had been asked to compare to whom. This may simply be
due to a ceiling-effect that left no room for the predicted increase following a focus on the
ingroup. The manipulation check suggests an alternative explanation for why the direction of
comparison did not affect these participants’ private CSE, namely, that the instructions failed
to cause coupled participants to focus primarily on how one of the two groups differs from the
other. Given that relationship status is an often overlooked social category (DePaulo & Morris, 2006), coupled people may not be used to thinking about their relationship status as a
relevant social category (cf. Lorenzi-Cioldi, 2006). As a consequence, both framing conditions might have rendered this group identity very salient for participants in a relationship
regardless of comparative framing, leaving no room for a greater salience of their ingroup’s
positive characteristics in the ingroupĺoutgroup condition than under outgroupĺingroup
focus (cf. Pahl & Eiser, 2006). To avoid this problem, Study 6 will employ a different manipulation of implicit normativity similar to the operationalization used in Studies 1 to 4.
The only significant effect of comparison focus on participants in a relationship was
found for one public CSE item. Coupled participants perceived lower public regard for their
group when the comparative focus was on their ingroup. This may appear contrary to hypothesis (H2b), which predicts higher private CSE among coupled participants under ingroupĺoutgroup focus. However, public CSE does not measure how participants themselves feel about their group membership, but rather, how highly they think their ingroup is
evaluated by others. This perceived public regard of one’s ingroup might be higher when
one’s group is implicitly positioned as the implicit norm. At any rate, this finding should not be
over-interpreted, since it only emerged for one of two public CSE items that were only modestly correlated and therefore do not provide a reliable measure of this construct.
No effects were observed for the identity subscale. Moreover, participants overall indicated relatively low identification with their social identity as singles or people in a relationship. This may be due to permeable group boundaries (e.g., Ellemers, van Knippenberg, de
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Vries, & Wilke, 1988) or the low salience of singles and people in a relationship as social
groups (DePaulo & Morris, 2006). To the extent that people perceive their current relationship status as temporary (at least potentially) and/ or do not think of their relationship status
as a social group, they should be less likely to experience their relationship status as a central aspect of their self-view.

3.3 Study 6
The first objective of Study 6 was to replicate the effects observed for single participants in
Study 5 that had supported hypothesis (2a). Secondly, I hoped to assess private collective
self-esteem with a measure that would avoid a ceiling effect among participants in a relationship to test hypothesis (2b). Finally, I used a manipulation that left less opportunity for participants to spontaneously shift their focus (as had been possible in the open responses in
Study 5). In Study 6, participants read a text that either compared participants in a relationship to singles or singles to participants in a relationship. Following this text, participants
completed an adapted version of the CSES (Luhtanen & Crocker, 1992) to measure how
they felt about their relationship status.

3.3.1 Method Study 6
3.3.1.1 Participants and Design
Thirty-four female and 26 male students (mean age = 22.77 years, SD = 3.19) of the University of Erlangen-Nuremberg participated in a study on “the perception of singles and people
in a relationship”. Participants were recruited on campus and guided to a laboratory where
they completed a questionnaire in an individual cubicle. They were randomly assigned to
either read a text that compared singles to people in a relationship (SĺR focus) or people in
a relationship to singles (RĺS focus). The study thus had a 2 (comparative framing: SĺR,
RĺS) by 2 (participants’ relationship status: single, in a relationship) factorial design.
3.3.1.2 Materials and Procedure
Participants first read a fictitious text that was largely based on the responses of participants
in Study 5 and that either compared singles to people in a relationship (e.g. “Singles can devote more attention to their occupation and career than people in a relationship.”) or vice versa (“People in a relationship can devote less attention to their occupation and career than
singles.”; see Appendix E.1). The text contained both positive and negative aspects of holding each of the two relationship statuses, as well as evaluatively neutral comparisons. The
factual information was the same in both conditions, only the direction of comparison varied.
Participants were instructed to read the text as an introduction to the topic of the study.
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On the next page, participants first indicated their current relationship status (single or in
a relationship). As in Study 5, they then completed a measure of collective self-esteem (all
items see Appendix E.2). To avoid ceiling effects on private collective self-esteem, six items
measured private collective self-esteem (Cronbach’s Į = .85) – three of the four items used
in Study 5, excluding the item that had yielded a mean response almost identical to the endpoint of the scale, and three additional items that I created for the purpose of the study (e.g.,
Being single/ in a relationship causes me to feel good about myself). The questionnaire also
included three of the four items measuring identification (Cronbach’s Į = .76) and three own
items based on the original scale (Luhtanen & Crocker, 1992) that measured public CSE
(e.g., most of the time, being single/ in a relationship is regarded positively by others;
Cronbach’s Į = .46). Finally, participants indicated their age and gender. The experimenter
then thanked and debriefed participants and offered them to leave an email address to receive more detailed information about the study and its results later.

3.3.2 Results Study 6
Two participants (one in the SĺR condition, one in the RĺS condition) with a private CSE
score more than two SDs above or below the mean in the respective condition were excluded from the analyses reported below.29 Participant gender had no significant main or interaction effects on any of the dependent variables, all F < 1.38, ps > .24, and was therefore excluded as a factor from the analyses that follow.
3.3.2.1 Collective Self-Esteem
Hypotheses (H2a) and (H2b) were tested by means of a 2 (comparative framing: ingroupĺoutgroup, outgroupĺingroup) by 2 (participants’ relationship status: single, in a relationship) ANOVA on private CSE.30 As in Study 5, participants in a relationship felt much better about their relationship status than participants who were single (Ms = 5.53 and 3.84,
respectively, SDs = .72 and 1.09), F(1, 54) = 48.81, p < .001, d = 1.83. The overall mean for
participants in a relationship suggests that the adaptation of the scale had been successful in
avoiding the ceiling effect observed in Study 5. Moreover, participants tended to feel somewhat better about their relationship status when the focus in the text had been on the outgroup rather than on their ingroup (Ms = 5.02 and 4.69, respectively, SDs = .98 and 1.37),
F(1, 54) = 2.65, p < .11, d = .28.
Most important for the central hypothesis, the predicted relationship status by comparison focus interaction was significant, F(1, 54) = 4.64, p < .04. Figure 14 illustrates this inter29

Although the means indicate a trend in the same direction, the predicted relationship status by comparative
framing interaction on private CSE is no longer significant, F(1, 56) = 2.02, p < .17, when these two participants are included in the sample.

30

Other than in Study 5, all participants belonged to the same age-group. Accordingly, I found no correlation
between age and CSE for singles, r = -.23, p > .27, or coupled participants, r = -.13, p > .48, and did consider
age as a covariate.
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action. In accord with hypothesis (H2a), participants who were single felt better about being
single when the comparative focus in the text had been on people in a relationship rather
than on singles (Ms = 4.35 and 3.48, respectively, SDs = .87 and 1.11), t(22) = 2.08, p = .05,
d = .87. Contrary to hypothesis (H2b), participants who were in a relationship were again
unaffected by the comparative focus in the text, t < 1.
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Figure 14: Private collective self-esteem in Study 6 by participants’ relationship status and comparison focus condition

3.3.2.2 Identity
As in Study 5, participants’ identification with their relationship status was relatively low
(M = 3.59, SD = 1.38) and fell significantly below the midpoint of the scale, t(57) = -2.28,
p < .03. An ANOVA testing the effects of comparative framing and relationship status on the
extent to which participants saw their relationship status as central for their personal identity
revealed no significant effects, all Fs < 1.
3.3.2.3 Public Collective Self-Esteem
A parallel analysis testing the effects of comparison focus and relationship status on participants’ public CSE scores only revealed a significant main effect for participants’ relationship
status, F(1, 54) = 4.97, p < .04. As in Study 5, participants who were in a relationship perceived the public regard for their relationship status as higher than participants who were
single (Ms = 5.49 and 4.99, respectively, SDs = .85 and .86), d = .58. There were no other
significant effects, Fs < 2.27, ps > .13.
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3.3.3 Discussion Study 6
The results obtained for the effect of comparative focus on the private collective self-esteem
of singles and participants in a relationship paralleled those of Study 5. Supporting hypothesis (H2a), single participants felt worse about being single when the focus was on how their
ingroup differed from the normative standard of people in a relationship, suggesting that being the effect to be explained in a comparative intergroup context is a rather unpleasant experience for members of stigmatized lower-status groups regardless of whether participants
construct their own explanations of observed differences (as in Study 5) or merely read about
them.
Contrary to hypothesis (2b), the direction of comparison did not affect how participants in
a relationship felt about their group membership – although there was no ceiling effect as in
Study 5. The operationalization of linguistic normativity used in Study 6 was intended to
avoid a spontaneous shift of comparative focus as had been possible in the open responses
of Study 5. However, this might have limited the extent to which the process could have occurred that I assumed to cause members of high-status groups to feel better about their
group membership under ingroupĺoutgroup focus. According to Pahl and Eiser (2006), a
focus on the self in self-other comparisons leads to greater self-positivity because it renders
positive information about the self more salient than a focus on others. However, participants
in Study 6 read given intergroup comparisons in a text rather than producing these comparisons themselves. This may have left less opportunity for additional – presumably positive –
ingroup characteristics to come to participants’ minds in the ingroupĺoutgrup condition.

3.4 Integration and Preliminary Conclusions of Studies 5 and 6
Taken together, Studies 5 and 6 revealed consistent support for the hypothesis that being
the effect to be explained can cause members of stigmatized groups to feel more negatively
about their group membership, while I found no indication for influences on high-status group
members' collective self-esteem. Both studies focused on the comparison of singles versus
people in a relationship, important social categories that to date have only received limited
research attention (cf. DePaulo & Morris, 2006). However, this raises the question to what
extent the present findings might be specific to singles and people in a relationship.
The selection of singles and coupled people as compared groups might have been responsible for why the direction of comparison did not affect participants who were in a relationship. Presumably, singles are frequently reminded of their relationship status by advertisements for dating websites, friends and family members asking them why they have not
"found" a partner yet, or by being faced with degrading attitudes of others based on their status as singles (Byrne & Carr, 2005). In contrast, people in a relationship may have no reason
to perceive their relationship status as a social category or an entitative group (as is characteristic for high-status collection groups, Lorenzi-Cioldi, 1995, 2006).
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Of course, another possibility is that hypothesis (H2b) is incorrect and that the positive
effects of being the focus of comparison observed for self-other comparisons (e.g. Hoorens,
1995; Pahl & Eiser, 2006; Pahl et al., 2009) cannot be transferred to the group level. Only
future research with different groups will be able to answer this question. That no effects of
comparative framing on the perceived magnitude of differences between the groups
emerged in Study 5, although such effects are commonly observed in research on self-other
comparisons (e.g., Mussweiler, 2001; Pahl & Eiser, 2006; Pahl et al., 2009), may be a first
indication that the effects observed on the individual level may not be transferable to the
group level.
The specific selection of groups may not only be the reason why no effects were found
for participants in a relationship, it may also be a reason why the effects observed for singles
were so strong. Members of stigmatized groups often develop strategies to buffer the threat
that (negative) group stereotypes pose for their social identity (e.g., Cook et al., 2011; Crocker & Major, 1989). Identification with the ingroup provides a very powerful and important
buffer against negative implications of prejudice and discrimination on stigmatized group
members’ well-being (Branscombe, Schmitt, & Harvey, 1999; Crabtree, Haslam, Postmes, &
Haslam, 2010). However, participants in Studies 5 and 6 only showed low identification with
their relationship status, potentially due to the relatively high permeability of group boundaries (cf. Ellemers et al., 1988). This low identification with their ingroup may have left them
particularly vulnerable for social identity threats and could have enhanced the negative implications of being the effect to be explained in an intergroup comparison. Future research
should investigate whether the present results for singles replicate for members of other
stigmatized groups and to what extent identification with the ingroup might be a moderating
factor.
The findings in both studies support the main prediction that the direction of comparison
can influence group members’ collective self-esteem and that this influence is moderated by
group status. However, an important limitation is that these studies did not assess the mediating variable suggested by the CURSICO-Model, namely, perceived normativity or deviance
of one's ingroup (cf. Figure 5, p. 19). I chose to focus on collective self-esteem as main dependent variable because the notion that being the effect to be explained might negatively
affect how individuals of non-normative groups feel about their category membership has so
often been implied or explicitly stated in previous research and scholarship (e.g., de Beauvoir, 1949; Goffman, 1963; Hegarty & Pratto, 2001; Miller et al., 1991; Pratto, Hegarty et al.,
2007). Thus, although the results for single participants were in line with predictions, the present studies can only represent a first step towards testing the processes illustrated in Figure 5. Measuring or manipulating the perceived typicality or normativity of the two groups as
a mediating factor is an important task for future research.
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Most importantly, the present findings for singles suggest yet another process by which
the systematic patterns of comparing lower-status groups to the implicit norm of higher-status
groups that have been demonstrated by previous research (e.g., Hegarty & Buechel, 2006;
Hegarty & Pratto, 2001; Miller et al., 1991; Pratto, Hegarty et al., 2007) might contribute to
the cultural reproduction of group-based status inequalities. To the extent that rendering nonnormative lower-status groups the effect to be explained leaves the members of these
groups feeling negatively about their group membership, they might be more likely to accept
the privileges of normative groups as legitimate and less likely to question the status quo.
For a more comprehensive picture of how linguistic practices such as a comparison of
lower-status groups to higher-status groups might help to reify inequalities between social
groups, it is important to integrate the cognitive consequences of linguistic normativity examined in Studies 1 to 4 with the emotional consequences demonstrated in Studies 5 and 6.
Chapter 4 therefore integrates the findings of all six empirical studies presented here.
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PART III: INTEGRATION, CONCLUSION, AND OUTLOOK
In the preceding chapters, I suggested a theoretical model for conceptualizing the cognitive
and emotional consequences of implicit normativity in intergroup contexts and presented six
studies that examined how the framing of intergroup comparisons influences perceptions of
these groups and group members’ self-experience. The last chapter draws the results of these experiments together and highlights their theoretical and practical implications. It discusses how the present studies increase our understanding of communication in intergroup contexts and the role of comparative framing for the cultural reproduction of group-based inequality; it outlines important questions for future research; and finally, it will address the theoretical relevance of the present findings for other areas of research as well as their practical
implications for social scientific practice.
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4. Integration and General Discussion of Findings
4.1 Theoretical Implications for the CURSICO-Model
Taken together, the findings of the present study support the notion that communicative practices in the framing of intergroup comparisons can contribute to the cultural reproduction of
group-based status inequalities. In concert with earlier findings on how group status influences the framing of intergroup differences (e.g., Hegarty & Pratto, 2001; Miller et al., 1991;
Pratto, Hegarty et al., 2007), the present results suggest a dynamic feedback loop by which
culturally shared beliefs about group status and normativity on one hand and habits of linguistically framing intergroup comparisons on the other hand mutually reinforce each other
(cf. Kitayama et al., 1997; Shweder, 1995). However, the different sets of studies suggest
somewhat different processes involved in this dynamic feedback loop.
4.1.1

Implications of Comparative Framing for Perceived Group Status

Studies 1, 2, and 3 suggest that in contexts where the receiver of a communication
about intergroup (similarities and) differences is unaware of or uncertain about the two
groups' relative status, the framing of comparisons can serve as an implicit cue to relative
status and power. Three studies consistently showed that an asymmetrical framing of intergroup comparisons subtly implies that the group positioned as the implicit norm is higher in
status and more powerful than the group positioned as the effect to be explained. An example of where such processes should matter is whenever comparisons between different subgroups of one overarching group are communicated to a third party that may not be aware of
status and power differences within this group. In these instances, the comparative framing
of differences could contribute to the maintenance and reproduction of status differences
within a group by communicating these differences to outsiders.
The results obtained in Study 4 speak more directly to the reproduction of existing status
differences between social groups. The data revealed that for social groups that are known
to differ in status, the effects of comparative framing are tied to context-specific category
norms and associated conversational conventions. Specifically, Study 4 suggests that communicative habits of comparing women to men in high-status contexts such as leadership are
on the one hand driven by beliefs about men's greater normativity in these high-status contexts (cf. prestudy) and on the other hand subtly communicate these beliefs to others. Furthermore, the framing of gender differences in these contexts can influence how legitimate
status differences between women and men appear to be and it can reinforce gender stereotypes with regard to agency and communion that can serve as a legitimization for status inequalities between women and men (Eagly, 1987; Eagly & Wood, 1982; Ridgeway, 2001).
Other than outlined in the original model in Figure 4, the comparative framing of gender differences in leadership affected the endorsement of culturally shared stereotypes about
men’s agency and women’s communion independently of perceived status differences. Ap-
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parently, an unconventional framing that presented women as the norm in leadership subtly
inspired participants to at least somewhat question gender stereotypes, supposedly because
it subtly disrupted the smooth flow of communication and aroused additional cognitive attention (cf. Holbrook et al., 2000).
In contrast to these findings, the comparative framing of differences in a less gendered
status-irrelevant context (leisure time) seemed to be less relevant for the cultural reproduction of status differences and status-related gender stereotypes.
Based on these findings of Study 4, the CURSICO-Model for perceived status differences and associated processes illustrated in Figure 4 (p. 15) should be slightly modified to
the model shown in Figure 15.

shared perception of

Status
Differences

Stereotyping of
groups

Perception of
relative group

Comparative
Framing

agency / communion

status & power

of differences

perception of differences as normal/

legitimate

Comparative
Context

Notes: black arrows = effects that have been tested and confirmed in Study 4;
dark grey arrows = effects that have been confirmed by previous research;
light grey arrows = effects that have not been tested, but appear self-evident.

Figure 15: Modified CURSICO-Model for Main Hypothesis 1 and associated hypotheses based on the results of Study 4

Together with previous research that has shown that the comparative framing of differences
is influenced by group status and typicality in the respective comparative context (Hegarty &
Pratto, 2001; Miller et al., 1991; Pratto, Hegaty et al., 2007), and that stereotypes with regard
to agency and communion can serve as a legitimization for status differences (Eagly &
Wood, 1992; Moss-Racusin et al., 2010; Ridgeway, 2001), the results of Study 4 suggest a
dynamic feedback process by which the framing of differences contributes to the cultural reproduction of (culturally shared beliefs about) status differences. As Figure 15 illustrates, the
only two paths in the CURSICO-Model for perceived status differences that have neither
been addressed in previous research nor tested in the present studies appear to be selfevident, namely, that the perception of status differences as legitimate as well as a momen-
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tary perceptions of relative group status will over time contribute to culturally shared beliefs
about status differences between the groups.
One of the most encouraging findings of Study 4 is that an unconventional framing of
gender differences in leadership was sufficient to disrupt the subtle reinforcement of shared
beliefs about status differences and their legitimacy. Together with the context dependency
of the effects, this suggests that processes of cultural reproduction via communication are
highly dynamic and flexible, creating potential for social change. Accordingly, the CURSICOModel illustrates that even if status differences between social groups seem stable over time,
this stability is maintained by highly dynamic processes that permanently recreate and reinforce the status quo. At the same time, these dynamic feedback processes allow the potential for changes over time. The observation that the female norm framing in the leadership
context came at the price of a more negative evaluation of the comparative text illustrates
how powerful the conversational conventions based on this interplay of group-based power
and normativity are and suggests a reason for why the associated communicative practices
are so robust (cf. Pratto, Hegarty et al., 2007). One might argue that the high flexibility and
context-dependency of these mutually constitutive processes paradoxically render the permanent cultural reproduction of status inequalities via communicative practices a more stable
and robust phenomenon: If men were always taken as the implicit norm (i.e., in all contexts)
and if that would always imply greater status of men compared to women, it would be much
easier to perceive such pervasive linguistic practices as biased and critical awareness of
these processes might have undermined their power to recreate group-based inequality a
long time ago.
4.1.2

Implications of Comparative Framing for Collective Self-Esteem

Studies 5 and 6 demonstrated yet another consequence of linguistically rendering certain
groups the implicit norm and others the effect to be explained that might contribute to the
cultural reproduction of group-based inequality. As many previous scholars have implied
(e.g., Bem, 1993; de Beauvoir, 1949; Goffman, 1963; McIntosh, 1992; Miller et al., 1991) an
asymmetrical framing of differences can cause members of stigmatized lower-status groups
to feel worse about their group membership, while the collective self-esteem of members of
normative higher-status groups seems to be unaffected by the direction of comparison.
The findings for single participants’ collective self-esteem (and the absence of these effects for people in a relationship) are in line with previous scholarship and with what hypothesis (H2a) had predicted based on the CURSICO-Model (illustrated in Figure 5, p. 19). However, Studies 5 and 6 can only represent a first step towards testing this model. I have argued that the direction of comparison should subtly communicate a groups’ concordance
with or deviance from the norm, which should in turn cause members of non-normative (lower-status) groups to feel stigmatized and marked as peculiar (cf. Miller et al., 1991), thus
lowering their collective self-esteem. Although the results in Studies 5 and 6 fit well with this
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prediction (H2a), a key task for future research will be to assess beliefs about the groups’
normativity versus deviance to investigate whether it is indeed this heightened perception of
one’s group’s deviance under ingroupĺoutgroup focus that caused the hypothesized effects
among single participants. The effects observed on participants self-experience as agentic
and communal in Study 4 might suggest an alternative process: Lower-status group members' collective self-esteem might also decrease when they are the effect to be explained
because this framing of differences makes them feel more dependent and powerless.
The CURSICO-Model further predicts that these implications of framing intergroup differences as “about” lower-status groups on group members’ collective self-esteem should
over time contribute to the maintenance of status inequalities between social groups (cf. Figure 5). It seems plausible to assume that the extent to which the comparative framing causes
members of lower-status groups to feel stigmatized and less positively about their group
membership, it also communicates that being a member of this group is undesirable while
being a member of the higher-status group is something positive and desirable. These evaluatively charged constructions of group membership could in turn serve as a legitimization of
the higher-status groups' privileges by implying that, if anything, it is members of lower-status
groups that have to change in order to reduce observed differences (cf. Miller et al., 1991;
Pratto, Hegarty et al., 2007). However, testing this part of the model also remains a task for
future research.
Jointly, the six studies presented here show that the comparative framing of intergroup
differences matters because it affects the perception of social groups and the self-experience
of their members in predictable ways that can contribute to the cultural reproduction of groupbased inequality. These studies only represent a first step towards a better understanding of
the role of communicative practices in cultural reproduction and they have their limitations,
but they also suggest many promising avenues for future research.

4.2 Limitations and Directions for Future Research
A valid criticism of the present studies is that linguistic normativity was always manipulated
via the direction of comparison and that all studies were conducted with materials in the
same language. However, comparison focus effects in other domains have been observed in
many different languages, for example in Dutch, English, French, German, and Hebrew (for
an overview see Wänke & Reutner, 2011). It therefore seems reasonable to predict similar
effects as the ones observed here to emerge in other languages. Furthermore, although linguistic normativity was manipulated via the direction of comparison in all studies, the first four
studies also included an additional manipulation of implicit normativity: the order in which the
compared groups were presented in the dependent measures. First-mentioned objects (or
groups) tend to implicitly set the standard (Gernsbacher & Hargreaves, 1988; Kahneman &
Miller, 1986), and accordingly, order of presentation has frequently been used to manipulate
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comparison focus, especially in studies on framing effects in consumer preferences (overview see Wänke & Reutner, 2011). Here, in three out of four studies (namely, Studies 1, 3,
and 4) the effects of comparative framing on perceived status differences between the
groups were greater (or only significant) when the order of presentation in the dependent
measures paralleled the linguistic norm manipulation in the text by presenting the group first
that had also been the implicit norm in the text. This influence of order of presentation suggests that not only the direction of comparison, but also other factors that influence implicit
normativity in intergroup contexts might have similar consequences as the effects of comparative framing observed here.
An important task for future research will be to explore whether and to what extent the
effects observed in the present Studies 4, 5, and 6 extend to other demographic groups. In
the discussion of Studies 5 and 6 I have already outlined why some of the effects (or their
absence) might at least partially be due to the selection of singles versus people in a relationship as the compared groups. In addition, although agency and communion (or competence and warmth) structure group stereotypes in general (e.g., Fiske et al., 2002), they
structure gender stereotypes in particular (e.g., Williams & Best, 1990). An important question for future research is whether and to what extent the findings of Study 4 for the endorsement of gender stereotypes extend to the endorsement of stereotypes about other
groups.
Within the domain of gender, a question that remains open for future research concerns
the effects of an asymmetrical framing of gender differences in normatively female contexts.
Women’s higher normativity in lower-status contexts might simply be the flip-side of men’s
higher normativity in high-status contexts (Eagly & Wood, 1982) and therefore, a conventional versus unconventional framing of differences may have similar effects as the ones presently observed in the leadership context. However, previous findings on the explanation of
gender differences in normatively female contexts are somewhat ambiguous. For example, in
Miller et al.’s (1991) study, a focus on male elementary school teachers only emerged in participants’ spontaneous explanations of a gender difference when male teachers were said to
show the behavior in question more than female teachers and when a particularly salient
explanation focusing on women was excluded from the analyses. Therefore, I decided to first
compare a normatively male context such as leadership to a more neutral control context
such as leisure time rather than comparing it to a normatively female context. However, extending the present research to a normatively female context would certainly add to a more
comprehensive understanding of the dynamic and context-dependent interplay of group status and linguistic normativity.
Another main point on the agenda for future research is to obtain a better understanding
of the processes contributing to the effects of linguistic normativity observed in Study 4 as
well as in Studies 5 and 6. Capturing the respective processes does not only seem important
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for a better understanding of the effects of linguistic normativity in intergroup comparisons. It
might also foster our comprehension of the mechanisms of cultural reproduction, i.e., of the
processes by which culture and psyche mutually constitute each other (Shweder, 1995),
more generally. Study 4 provided some first indication that adherence to culturally shared
conventions of how to frame comparisons may facilitate processing and might cause the respective intergroup comparisons to sound more natural, while a framing that violates these
conventions might sound strange and arouse additional cognitive activity (cf. Holbrook et al.,
2000; Roese et al., 1998). Capturing these processes with methods such as response latencies (to assess ease of processing) or cognitive load manipulations (to inhibit additional cognitive activity and a critical examination of implied differences) might help to shed more light
on these underlying mechanisms.
Finally, an interesting question would be to what extent people may strategically use the
direction of comparison to confer certain information about group differences and to what
extent they might unwillingly disclose certain communicative intentions or their own group
membership by the way they choose to frame intergroup comparisons. For example, do feminists strategically frame gender differences with a focus on men to challenge men's higher
status or culturally shared assumptions of men as the norm for all people? Does an unconventional framing arouse suspicions that the author of the respective comparisons may be
biased in a certain way, while a conventional framing sounds more objective? And might this
be another mechanism by which implicit communicative rules and practices keep the circle of
cultural reproduction going?

4.3 Theoretical Implications for Other Areas of Research
Most likely, the asymmetrical framing of intergroup comparisons examined in the present
studies only represents one out of several communicative practices that contribute to the
maintenance and cultural reproduction of group-based inequality. The basic CURSICOModel (illustrated in Figure 1) might be suitable as the prototype of a more general model for
processes of cultural reproduction through communication in intergroup contexts and beyond.
In addition, the findings observed in the present studies also speak to other areas of research, for example, the long-standing debate about the connection between group status
and stereotypes pertaining to the fundamental dimensions of agency and communion (e.g.,
Conway et al., 1996; Eagly, 1987; Eagly & Wood, 1982; Eagly & Steffen, 1984; MossRacusin, 2010; Ridgeway, 2001), or the more recent discussion about egocentric (Mussweiler, 2003) versus protocentric (Karniol, 2003) models of social judgment.
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Group Status and the Fundamental Dimensions

In research on group status and the attribution of agency and communion, some authors
have argued that both trait dimensions are equally linked to status and contribute to the legitimization of status inequalities (e.g., Conway et al., 1996; Eagly, 1987), while other authors
have placed a stronger focus on the implications of group-based status on agency or competence than on its influences on perceptions of communion or warmth (e.g., Fiske et al., 2002;
Moss-Racusin et al., 2010).
The present findings for attributions of agency and communion to the Vakuna and the
Maray in Study 3 as well as for the endorsement of gender stereotypes and for participants'
self-perception in Study 4 suggest that this focus on agency may at least in part be justified.
In both studies, the effects of linguistic normativity on agency were stronger than the effects
on communion, especially when compensation effects (Judd et al., 2005) were excluded by
looking at the first-rated group only in Study 3. However, I did observe effects on communion
as well, suggesting that stereotypic perceptions of a group's communion (or warmth) not only
depend on perceived competition with one's ingroup, as the Stereotype Content Model predicts (Fiske et al., 2002), but also on group status (e.g., Conway et al., 1996; Eagly & Wood,
1984). The present data fit well with the Status Incongruity Hypothesis recently proposed by
Moss-Racusin and others (2010). It posits that while agentic traits and behaviors are both
prescribed for high-status groups and proscribed for low-status groups, communal traits and
behaviors only represent proscriptions for high-status groups, but are not necessarily prescribed for low-status groups. Accordingly, the relationship between status and agency
should be stronger than the relationship between status and communion.

4.3.2

Egocentric versus Protocentric Social Prediction and Judgment

Finally, the present studies and the theoretical approaches discussed in Chapter 1, might be
useful for gaining new insights into the distinction between egocentric and protocentric models of social prediction. According to the egocentric model (Mussweiler, 2003), the self
serves as the primary base of social judgment and as the default base for predicting what
others might do in a given situation; according to the protocentric model (Karniol, 2003), generic others serve as the default base of social prediction.
Assuming that how we imagine these generic others is grounded in culturally shared
default values of personhood (Smith & Zárate, 1992), it seems reasonable to expect that in
most instances, these generic others will resemble high-status group members much more
than they resemble lower-status group members. Thus, for members of high-status groups,
an egocentric approach and a protocentric approach to social prediction should in most instances result in similar expectations (cf. Lorenzi-Cioldi, 2006), just like hypothesis (H2b)
predicted similar effects for higher-status group members' collective self-esteem as have
previously been observed on the individual level of self-other comparisons (Pahl & Eiser,
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2006). For members of lower-status groups an egocentric and a protocentric approach may
often lead to conflicting predictions, just like the effects on single participants' collective selfesteem in Studies 5 and 6 were exactly opposite to Pahl and Eiser's (2006) findings on the
individual level. This convergence versus divergence of egocentric and protocentric approaches may again contribute to the maintenance and reification of status differences by
permanently demanding flexible shifts between perspectives of lower-status group members,
but not so much of higher-status group members. This consideration also fits with the observation that people in low power positions tend to take the perspective of those in high power
positions to a greater extent than vice versa (Tjosvold & Sagaria, 1978).

4.4 Practical Implications for Social Scientific Practice
Since social scientific practice often requires the comparison of social groups and the explanation of differences between them, the present findings are not only interesting on theoretical grounds, but they also have important implications for social scientific practice.
As Hegarty and Buechel (2006) have shown in an analysis of publications in peerreviewed psychology journals, scientists are not immune to culturally shared beliefs about
the normativity of different groups and the resulting communicative conventions. The authors
of the articles in Hegarty and Buechel's analysis were generally more likely to frame gender
differences in terms of how women differ from men than in terms of how men differ from
women. Moreover, the more prominently gender differences figured in the respective studies,
the stronger was the tendency to explain and discuss these differences with a focus on
women as the effect to be explained. This indicates that thinking more critically about observed differences and investing more effort into explaining and understanding them does
not automatically lead to a more balanced view of an intergroup difference “from both sides”.
Moreover, it suggests that although most scientists very likely do not intend to reinforce status inequalities, to reify group stereotypes, or to cause members of lower-status groups to
feel negatively about their group membership, the dynamic relationship between group status
and habits of linguistically framing intergroup comparisons uncovered in the present studies
may still be one form of power that scientists do (Simon & Oakes, 2006) that subtly contributes to the inequality between social groups.
This leads to the question of how social scientists should ask comparative questions and
how they should report and discuss findings on intergroup differences. We usually strive to
communicate in a way that is most easily understandable (Grice, 1975), in everyday conversations as well as in scientific discourse. Accordingly, a bit of advice that is sometimes given
in the context of survey methods and the construction of questionnaires is to frame comparisons in the way that most participants would spontaneously frame them (e.g., Holbrook et al.,
2000; Wänke, Schwarz, & Noelle-Neumann, 1995). However, the present study suggests
that adherence to the linguistic convention to compare lower-status groups to higher-status
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groups might subtly contribute to the reproduction of unequal power-relations between the
groups we study – a consequence surely deemed as undesirable by most social scientists.
This dilemma may be intensified for researchers who are themselves members of nonnormative lower-status groups, since for them linguistic conventions cause a double-bind
between fluent communication and in-group interest.
A attempt at solving this dilemma could be to adhere to another implicit linguistic convention: phrasing comparisons using a more than framing rather than a less than framing. People tend to spontaneously explain intergroup differences by focusing on a group that shows
the behavior in question to a greater extent (cf. Miller et al., 1991, Study 3; Hegarty & Pratto,
2001, Study 2) and readers evaluate more than-comparisons more positively than less thancomparisons (Hoorens & van Avermaat, 2009). Although such a strategy might not be able to
circumvent the implication of status differences via the comparative framing, establishing the
practice to frame intergroup similarities and differences by comparing the group with the
higher mean to the group with the lower mean may be a good start for a more balanced alternative in scientific writing that does not come at the price of being less intuitively understandable.

4.5 Conclusion
When people talk about, or try to explain, differences between social groups, they are spontaneously more likely to compare lower-status groups to higher-status groups than vice versa
(cf. Hegarty & Buechel, 2006; Hegarty & Pratto, 2001; Miller et al., 1991; Pratto, Hegarty et
al., 2007). Authors have often voiced concerns that such systematic habits of implicitly rendering lower-status groups the deviant from an implicit norm of higher-status groups may be
problematic (e.g., de Beauvoir, 1949; Goffman, 1963; Hegarty & Buechel, 2006; McIntosh,
1992; Miller et al., 1991; Perry, 2001) and have speculated about the psychological consequences of an asymmetrical framing of intergroup comparisons (e.g., Miller et al., 1991; Pratto, Hegarty et al., 2007). The CURSICO-Model provides a theoretical framework for these
previous speculations about the emotional consequences of being the effect to be explained
(e.g. de Beauvoir, 1949; Goffman, 1963; Miller et al., 1991) and about the contribution of an
asymmetrical framing of intergroup differences to the maintenance of normative groups’ privileges (e.g., de Beauvoir, 1949; McIntosh, 1992; Perry, 2001).
The six studies presented in Chapters 2 and 3 tested predictions derived from this model
and provided compelling evidence that the direction of comparison can indeed affect how
status differences between the compared groups are perceived as well as how group members feel about their group membership. These findings provide an important first step towards a better understanding of how group status and the communication of differences between social groups may mutually reinforce each other and they highlight the power and the
danger of scientific discussions of group differences in a world characterized by group-based
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inequality. I hope that knowing about and understanding these processes will in the long run
help social scientists as well as authors of textbooks, public media, and other sources of public communication about intergroup comparisons to avoid an unwilling contributing to this
reproduction of inequality and to develop strategies to actively counteract it.

Abstract
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ABSTRACT
This dissertation is concerned with the consequences of implicit normativity in intergroup
comparisons. Based on previous research on the spontaneous framing of intergroup differences (e.g., Miller et al., 1991; Pratto. Hegarty et al., 2007) and on cultural psychological
approaches focusing on the mutual constitution of cultural practices and psychological processes (Kitayama et al., 1997; Shweder, 1995), I introduce a model that conceptualizes determinants and consequences of implicit normativity in intergroup comparisons: the CURSICO(Cultural Reproduction of Status Inequalities via Comparative Framing)-Model. This
model posits that the framing of intergroup comparisons on the one hand reflects culturally
shared assumptions about social groups and their status, and on the other hand communicates these assumptions to others, thereby facilitating the maintenance and permanent cultural reproduction of status differences.
Chapter 1 introduces the CURSICO-Model and deduces two main hypotheses from it.
The first main hypothesis states that a group is perceived as higher in status and more powerful when it is linguistically positioned as the norm in a comparison than when it is the subject of comparison. Additional predictions based on this first hypothesis concern the attribution of stereotypical traits, the perceived legitimacy of status differences, and the importance
of the comparative context. The second main hypothesis states that the direction of comparison influences group members’ collective self-esteem and two additional hypotheses specify
how group status should moderate this influence.
Four studies presented in Chapter 2 tested the first main hypothesis and the respective
additional predictions. Participants always read a text comparing two groups and the direction of comparison systematically varied between experimental conditions. The first three
studies focused on comparisons between groups of a priori similar status (e.g., fictitious
groups), while Study 4 examined effects of the comparative framing of gender differences.
The data generally confirmed the hypotheses: Participants consistently perceived a group as
higher in status and more powerful when it had been the implicit norm rather than the subject
of comparison. In addition, norm groups were perceived as more agentic (e.g., assertive,
independent) and as somewhat less communal (e.g., friendly, helpful, cf. Abele & Wojciszke,
2007) than the respective comparison groups. Study 4 further showed that the direction of
comparison can influence as how legitimate group-based status differences are perceived
and that the comparative context also plays an important role. Specifically, the predicted effects emerged for the framing of gender differences in a normatively male context (leadership), but not in a more gender neutral context (leisure time).
Chapter 3 describes two experimental studies that tested the second main hypothesis by
varying whether singles were compared to people in a relationship or whether people in a
relationship were compared to singles. In both studies, participants who were single indicated lower collective self-esteem when singles were compared to the implicit norm of coupled
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people rather than vice versa – as had been predicted. Other than expected, coupled participants’ collective self-esteem was unaffected by the comparative framing.
The fourth chapter integrates the findings of all six empirical studies and discusses their
theoretical and practical implications. Overall, the results show that the framing of intergroup
comparisons affects the perception of compared groups and the self-experience of group
members in predictable ways. This highlights the usefulness of the CURSICO-Model for conceptualizing the effects of comparative framing in intergroup contexts as well as for a better
understanding of culturally grounded communication processes in general. In addition, the
findings have important practical implications for social scientific practice, where the comparison of different social groups is often a key element.
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ZUSAMMENFASSUNG
Die vorliegende Arbeit befasst sich mit den Auswirkungen implizierter Normativität im Intergruppenvergleich. Basierend auf vorangegangenen Arbeiten zur spontanen Formulierung
von Gruppenunterschieden (z. B. Miller et al., 1991; Pratto. Hegarty et al., 2007) sowie auf
kulturpsychologischen Ansätzen zur wechselseitigen Beeinflussung kultureller Praktiken und
psychologischer Prozesse („mutual consitution“, vgl. Kitayama et al., 1997; Shweder, 1995)
wird ein Modell zur Konzeptualisierung der Determinanten und Konsequenzen impliziter
Normativität im Intergruppenvergleich entwickelt: das CURSICO-Modell. CURSICO steht
hierbei für “Cultural Reproduction of Status Inequalities via Comparative Framing“. Das Modell besagt im Kern, dass die Art und Weise, in der Gruppenvergleiche gezogen werden,
einerseits kulturell geteilte Annahmen über die verglichenen Gruppen und deren Status wiederspiegelt, und andererseits eben jene Annahmen weiterkommuniziert und so zur Aufrechterhaltung und permanenten kulturellen Reproduktion von Statusunterschieden beiträgt.
Im ersten Kapitel dieser Dissertation wird das CURSICO-Modell vorgestellt und es werden zwei Haupthypothesen daraus abgeleitet. Die erste Haupthypothese besagt, dass eine
Gruppe, die durch die Vergleichsrichtung in der Beschreibung von Gruppenunterschieden
zur impliziten Norm wird, als statushöher und mächtiger wahrgenommen wird als eine Gruppe, die mit ihr verglichen wird. Aufbauend auf dieser ersten Haupthypothese werden weitere
Teilhypothesen zur Zuschreibung stereotyper Eigenschaften, der wahrgenommenen Legitimität bestehender Statusunterschiede, sowie zur Bedeutung des Vergleichskontexts formuliert. Die zweite Haupthypothese postuliert, dass sich die Vergleichsrichtung auf den kollektiven Selbstwert der Gruppenmitglieder auswirkt. Zwei Teilhypothesen spezifizieren darüber hinaus, wie der Status der Gruppe die Richtung dieses Einflusses moderieren sollte.
In Kapitel 2 werden vier experimentelle Studien beschrieben, welche die erste Haupthypothese sowie die dazugehörigen Teilhypothesen testeten. Hierfür lasen die Versuchspersonen jeweils einen Text, der zwei Gruppen miteinander verglich, wobei die Richtung der Vergleiche systematisch zwischen den Versuchsbedingungen variiert wurde. Die ersten drei
Studien konzentrierten sich auf den Vergleich zweier Gruppen, von zunächst vergleichbar
hohem Status (z.B. fiktive Gruppen), während Studie 4 die Vorhersagen anhand der Formulierung von Geschlechtsunterschieden überprüfte. Die Hypothesen konnten dabei im Wesentlichen bestätigt werden: Die Versuchspersonen nahmen eine Gruppe als statushöher
und mächtiger wahr, wenn diese in den Vergleichen die implizite Normposition innegehabt
hatte. Darüber hinaus wurden implizite Normgruppen als agentischer (z.B. durchsetzungsfähiger, unabhängiger) und als etwas weniger kommunal (z.B. freundlich, hilfsbereit, vgl. Abele
& Wojciszke, 2007) wahrgenommen als die entsprechenden Vergleichsgruppen. Studie 4
zeigte zusätzlich, dass sich die Vergleichsrichtung darauf auswirken kann, als wie legitim
Statusunterschiede zwischen Gruppen wahrgenommen werden und dass der Vergleichskontext eine wichtige Rolle spielt. So zeigten sich die erwarteten Effekte der Formulierung von
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Zusammenfassung

Geschlechtsunterschieden insbesondere in einem stereotyp männlichen Bereich (Führung),
jedoch weniger in einem geschlechtsneutraleren Bereich (Freizeit).
Zwei in Kapitel 3 beschriebene experimentelle Studien testeten die zweite Haupthypothese, indem variiert wurde, ob Singles mit Menschen in einer Partnerschaft oder Menschen
in einer Partnerschaft mit Singles verglichen wurden. Wie erwartet gaben Versuchspersonen,
die selbst Single waren, in beiden Studien einen niedrigeren kollektiven Selbstwert an, wenn
Singles mit der impliziten Norm „Partnerschaft“ verglichen wurden, als wenn Menschen in
einer Partnerschaft mit Singles verglichen wurden. Anders als vorhergesagt wirkte sich die
Vergleichsrichtung nicht auf den kollektiven Selbstwert der Versuchspersonen in einer Partnerschaft aus.
Im vierten Kapitel werden schließlich die Ergebnisse der sechs Experimente gemeinsam
diskutiert und deren theoretische und praktische Implikationen erörtert. Insgesamt zeigen die
empirischen Studien, dass die Vergleichsrichtung in der Formulierung von Gruppenunterschieden vorhersagbare Auswirkungen auf die Wahrnehmung der Gruppen sowie das
Selbsterleben der Gruppenmitglieder hat. Dies unterstreicht die Nützlichkeit des CURSICOModells für die Konzeptualisierung von Vergleichsrichtungseffekten im Intergruppenvergleich
sowie für das Verständnis kulturell geprägter Kommunikationsprozesse ganz allgemein. Darüber hinaus ergeben sich aus den Befunden eine Reihe wichtiger praktischer Implikationen,
insbesondere auch für die Forschungspraxis in den Sozialwissenschaften, deren Fragestellungen und Methoden häufig den Vergleich verschiedener sozialer Gruppen beinhalten.
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APPENDIX
All materials in this appendix are shown in their original language, i.e., in German.

A: Materials used in Study 1
A.1
A.1.1

Comparative text used in Study 1
Law norm version:

96

A.1.2

Appendix

Economics norm version:

Appendix

A.2

97

Status and power measures Study 1

Note: Which group appeared to the left vs. the right of the lines was counterbalanced between participants.
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Appendix

B: Materials used in Study 2
B.1

Comparative text used in Study 2

Note: The Vakuna norm version of the text appears below with the Maray norm version in
parentheses.

Appendix

B.2
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Status and power measures Study 2

Note: The order in which the groups appeared as response options was counterbalanced
between participants.
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C: Materials used in Study 4
C.1

Comparative text used in the leadership condition of Study 4

C.1.1

Men norm version

C.1.2

Women norm version

Appendix

C.2
C.2.1
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Comparative text used in the leisure time condition of Study 4
Men norm version

C.2.2 Women norm version
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Appendix

C.3

Items measuring perceived status differences in Study 4

Notes: All items were directly translated from Miron et al. (2006); the response scale ranged
from 1 = stimme gar nicht zu (do not agree at all) to 7 = stimme völlig zu (completely agree).
-

Unsere Gesellschaft hat einen Punkt erreicht, an dem Frauen und Männer gleiche Chancen haben.

-

Männer und Frauen werden in unserem Land gleich behandelt.

-

In unserem Land ist die Diskriminierung von Frauen kein Problem mehr.

-

Frauen genießen dieselben Privilegien wie Männer.

C.4

Items measuring the legitimacy of status differences in Study 4

Notes: Items marked with an asterisk (*) were created for the purpose of this study; all remaining items were directly translated from Miron et al. (2006); the response scale
ranged from 1 = stimme gar nicht zu (do not agree at all) to 7 = stimme völlig zu (completely
agree).
-

Männer und Frauen haben unterschiedliche Fähigkeiten, die sie für verschiedene
gesellschaftliche Aufgaben und Tätigkeiten qualifizieren.

-

Geschlechtsunterschiede im Einkommen sind gerechtfertigt, da Männer und Frauen
unterschiedlichen Tätigkeiten nachgehen.

- Die unterschiedliche gesellschaftliche Stellung von Frauen und Männern hat durchaus ihre Berechtigung.*
-

Ich halte es für gerechtfertigt, dass Männer häufiger in Führungspositionen anzutreffen sind als Frauen.*
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D: Collective Self-Esteem (CSE) items used in Study 5
Notes: All items were taken from Wagner and Zick (1993); the response scale ranged from
1 = gar nicht (not at all) to 7 = sehr stark (very much).

Private CSE:
-

Im Allgemeinen bin ich froh, dass ich Single / in einer Partnerschaft bin.

-

Häufig bedaure ich, dass ich Single / in einer Partnerschaft bin [reverse
scored].

-

Ich glaube, dass Single / in einer Partnerschaft zu sein, nichts wert ist [reverse scored].

-

Ich selbst habe eine gute Meinung davon Single / in einer Partnerschaft zu
sein.

Identiy:
-

Mein Beziehungsstatus spiegelt sehr gut wider, wer ich bin.

-

Mein Beziehungsstatus hat wenig damit zu tun, wie ich mich selbst sehe
[reverse scored].

- Single / in einer Partnerschaft zu sein ist nicht wichtig für die Vorstellung, die

ich von mir selbst habe [reverse scored].
- Im Allgemeinen ist mein Selbstbild wesentlich dadurch bestimmt, dass ich

Single / in einer Partnerschaft bin.

Public CSE:
-

Im Großen und Ganzen wird es von anderen positiv bewertet Single / in einer Partnerschaft zu sein.

-

Im Allgemeinen denken andere, dass Single / in einer Partnerschaft zu sein,
nichts wert ist [reverse scored].
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E:
E.1
E.1.2

Appendix

Materials used in Study 6
Comparative text used in Study 6
Relationship norm version

Appendix

E.1.2 Singles norm version
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Appendix

E.2

Collective Self-Esteem (CSE) items used in Study 6

Notes: Items marked with an asterisk (*) were rephrased or newly created for the purpose of
this study; all remaining items were taken from Wagner and Zick (1993); the response
scale ranged from 1 = gar nicht (not at all) to 7 = sehr stark (very much).

Private CSE:
-

Im Allgemeinen bin ich froh, dass ich Single / in einer Partnerschaft bin.

-

Häufig bedaure ich, dass ich Single / in einer Partnerschaft bin [reverse
scored].

-

Ich selbst habe eine gute Meinung davon Single / in einer Partnerschaft zu
sein.

-

Mein Leben als Single/Mensch in einer Partnerschaft verbessert mein Selbstwertgefühl.*

-

Single/in einer Partnerschaft zu sein bewirkt, dass ich mich gut fühle.*

-

Ich fühle mich selbstbewusst, weil ich Single/in einer Partnerschaft bin.*

Identiy:
-

Single/ in einer Partnerschaft zu sein ist nicht wichtig für die Vorstellung, die ich
von mir selbst habe [reverse scored].

-

Mein Beziehungsstatus hat wenig damit zu tun, wie ich mich selbst sehe
[reverse scored].

-

Im Allgemeinen ist mein Selbstbild wesentlich dadurch bestimmt, dass ich Single/in einer Partnerschaft bin.

Public CSE:
-

Meistens wird es von anderen positiv bewertet Single/in einer Partnerschaft zu
sein.*

-

Im Allgemeinen reagiert mein Umfeld negativ darauf, dass ich Single/in einer
Partnerschaft bin. [reverse scored].*

-

Im Großen und Ganzen wird mein Beziehungsstatus von meinem Umfeld positiv wahrgenommen.*

